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Abstract
Harmonic distortion in power systems is increasing worldwide, due principally
to increased penetration of power electronic equipment in both transmission and
distribution networks. In Australia, the key regulatory bodies have included
acceptable levels of harmonic distortion in the licence conditions for network operators. However, the standard AS/NZS 61000.3.6 limiting harmonic distortion
requires modification in order to be applied to Australian transmission networks.
The aspects of harmonic management considered in this thesis combine two
elements: harmonic allocation and compliance assessment. Allocation is the process of limiting harmonic distortion at buses throughout the network by restricting the harmonic injection to be permitted by individual connected customers.
Compliance assessment, as the name suggests, is verification that those limits
are not exceeded. Neither process is clearly defined by AS/NZS 61000.3.6, yet
both are required to prevent unacceptable harmonic levels.
In principle, maximum acceptable harmonic distortion levels should be a
trade–off between minimising the costs of compliance with requirements and minimising the costs imposed by harmonic distortion. To identify, in a comprehensive
theoretical manner, maximum acceptable levels of harmonic distortion on a transmission network would require detailed study of all equipment to be connected
to the network having the potential to be susceptible to harmonic problems.
Such a study is beyond the scope of this thesis. However, AS/NZS 61000.3.6
proposes a compatibility level to act as a boundary between acceptable network
distortion levels and levels which low–voltage equipment must be able to tolerate
without maloperation. Planning levels are derived from compatibility levels and
are intended as performance measures at individual buses. Compatibility and

planning levels form the basis for the AS/NZS 61000.3.6 harmonic management
philosophy. This thesis examines the setting of planning levels in transmission
networks.
Methods of allocating harmonic injection rights between multiple customers
on a transmission network are investigated and developed. The present methodology recommended by AS/NZS 61000.3.6 does not guarantee that the harmonic
emission levels allocated to individual customer installations will ensure that
planning level exceedances are avoided. A revised harmonic allocation method is
proposed which overcomes this. Modifications to the harmonic allocation process
based on practical considerations are also suggested.
Harmonic allocation is purposeless if installations cannot be checked for compliance with allocated emission levels. Many authors have examined questions
similar to this, without specifically identifying compliance with allocation as the
eventual aim. Desired properties of a satisfactory compliance test are identified and several superficially attractive solutions are dismissed as a result. The
proposed solution requires the evaluation of the Norton–equivalent circuit of the
installation from field measurements.
This thesis integrates the allocation and compliance assessment tasks into a
framework for harmonic management in transmission networks. For both allocation and compliance assessment, new techniques are proposed.
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1.3
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4

Problem statement and background

Harmonic voltages in power systems are increasing [1] as growth in installed capacity of power electronic devices [2,3] continues. In order to prevent damage to,
and degradation and maloperation of, connected utility and customer equipment,
techniques are required to ensure that harmonic voltages and currents remain at
technically and economically acceptable levels.
The management of harmonic emission levels entails the control of distortion
injected into the power system and aims to prevent harmonic levels on the power
system from causing unacceptable problems. Two separate processes are used to
manage harmonic emission levels in a transmission network:
1

1. harmonic allocation — the setting of acceptable levels of harmonic distortion on the network, exhibited as a desired harmonic voltage profile
across the system (‘planning levels’) and restrictions on harmonic current
to be injected by individual customer installations (‘allocated emission levels’), and

2. compliance assessment — verification, via measurement, that these levels are not exceeded.

Both elements of harmonic management warrant technical rigour. Sensible planning and emission levels are meaningless if not supported by a defensible and
clear compliance assessment methodology. The converse is also true. This thesis
addresses the selection of planning and allocated emission levels in transmission
networks and investigates existing and potential compliance assessment techniques.
The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) technical report IEC/TR
61000–3–6 [4] and the North American standard IEEE–519 [5] provide guidelines
for limiting harmonic distortion in power systems. The two documents recommend limits on both the system and individual customer installations. The
methodologies and specific recommended values have evolved as much through
experience as any other means.
The meshed nature of typical transmission networks means that the problem
of harmonic management exhibits complications not seen in radial distribution
networks. For example, whereas a distribution network can be split into individual subsystems, for harmonic problems the entire transmission network must
be modelled. Similarly, transmission line capacitance effects and generator connections mean that harmonic voltages in transmission networks do not exhibit
the monotonic variations which are seen along distribution feeders. Aspects of
2

harmonic management for radial distribution networks have been considered previously [6]. In contrast, this thesis is directed purely towards meshed transmission
networks.
This thesis provides a formal framework to support the harmonic allocation
process in transmission networks. Harmonic voltage planning levels are addressed
and a robust method of calculating harmonic current emission levels for customers
is set down. Practical considerations, based on experience gained applying the
method to two separate Australian transmission networks, are included. Finally,
the difficulties of relating customer limits to physical measurements are examined.
A solution, which will enable the utility to assess whether individual customer
installations comply with allocated emission levels, is proposed.

1.2

Scope

Harmonic management methods need to be applicable even when all of the necessary information to make a fully informed decision on limits and compliance
assessment is not available; the methods developed in this thesis reflect this requirement. In particular, the range of network data available has necessarily
limited the scope. For example, for both of the practical transmission networks
under study only single–phase power flow parameters, and not zero sequence or
tower configuration data, were available. The work presented has by necessity
taken this situation into account.
Allocation procedures developed in Chapter 4 and extended in Chapters 5
and 6 are based upon the guiding principles of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4], for reasons
to be made clear in Section 2.3. Some departure from these principles is necessary
for the compliance assessment work forming Chapter 7.
In IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] the compliance assessment phase is carried out via
simulations during harmonic allocation, prior to a customer installation being
3

connected. Instead, this work treats compliance assessment as a separate element
of harmonic management, by basing an assessment decision on measurements [7]
made at any time after commissioning. Potential compliance assessment techniques are examined with reference to a set of specified criteria.

1.3

Thesis outline and summary of original contributions

Chapter 2, the literature review, highlights the guiding principles of harmonic
allocation under IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] and the equivalent Australian standard
AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8]. The primary alternative standard, IEEE–519 [5], is discussed briefly in terms of application to transmission networks. Existing efforts
towards the development of harmonic compliance assessment techniques are also
examined. The key contribution made by the chapter is the drawing of a clear
distinction between the setting of harmonic limits, via an allocation process, and
the confirmation or otherwise — via measurements — of the observance of those
limits.
Chapter 3 presents both the modelling techniques and the test networks used
for this study. This chapter is provided for information rather than as a source
of new work.
Harmonic allocation contributions form Chapters 4 through 6. Chapter 4
presents techniques for setting harmonic planning levels for networks and harmonic emission levels for customer installations. Formal allocation policy is developed for transmission networks based on the principles of the first edition of
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4]1 . Chapter 5 proposes modifications to the Chapter 4
methodology based upon experience gained in application to real transmission
networks. A new allocation technique, involving division of the transmission
1

A second edition has recently been released; however, as the bulk of the present work was
carried out prior to the release, all references to IEC/TR 61000–3–6 in this thesis are directed
to the first edition.

4

network into areas with the objective of simplifying the allocation process, is
presented in Chapter 6.
Chapter 7 examines techniques for assessing, via measurement, whether a
customer installation complies with the allocated emission levels it has been
set. The chapter contributes a proposed set of characteristics of an acceptable
compliance test. Several intuitively appealing tests are shown to be insufficient.
A new solution to the compliance problem is suggested.
Conclusions and recommendations for future work form Chapter 8.

5

6
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2.1

Power system harmonics

Causes and adverse effects of power system harmonics are well known [2, 9–13].
Significant harmonic sources include aluminium smelters and other industrial
installations requiring large rectifiers [13], HVDC converters and static var compensators (SVCs) [3], and saturated and nonlinear transformers [14,15]. At lower
voltage levels, particularly in residential and commercial installations, harmonic
sources include small power electronic power supplies [13] such as those for computer and office equipment and for light dimmers, as well as compact fluorescent
globes [16]. Key effects of power system harmonics [2] include increased heating of and losses in AC machines, degradation of insulation and maloperation of
power electronic devices. From a more theoretical point of view, the existence
of harmonics also affects definitions [17] and measurements [18] of powers. The
physical effects of harmonics lead to increased costs for utilities and consequently
customers, as a result of failures or mitigation measures or both.
Mitigation methods such as harmonic filter installation and multi–pulse converters [13] are also well known. Harmonic filter banks are typically provided
only where a significant reactive power requirement exists [10]. With inappropriate design or altered network conditions, capacitive harmonic filter banks can
8

increase the harmonic current drawn through the point of common coupling
(PCC), in effect exacerbating rather than mitigating harmonic problems. Converter multi–pulsing [13] requires phase–shifting transformers and is intended to
eliminate specific groups of characteristic harmonics via out–of–phase cancellation. Since the low–order current harmonics are of larger magnitude than those
of higher order, using multi–pulsing to eliminate the 5th and 7th harmonics offers significant advantages. Cancellation is imperfect when the phase–shift is not
exact or when unbalance exists, but the reduction is still substantial for practical
cases.
Several different frameworks have arisen to assist utilities and customers to
manage harmonics. The IEC technical report IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] and — to a
lesser extent — the IEEE standard IEEE–519 [5] are examined1 with particular
reference to transmission networks in Section 2.2. An implication of both of these
documents is that both simulation and measurement are required as part of the
harmonic management process.
This thesis treats harmonic management as an allocation process, to be carried out prior to connection of a customer installation, and a compliance assessment process, which ensures that the installation is acceptable while operating.
The allocation process requires simulation. As will be shown in Chapter 4, the objective of allocation is to determine the harmonic emission levels allowed to be injected by each installation. Since the compositions of individual installations are
generally not well known, harmonic power flow [21,22], harmonic domain [13,23]
and state estimation [24] techniques are not suitable for this purpose. Similarly,
for individual large harmonic sources such as converters, linear transfer function
analysis is effective [25–29]; for a full transmission network, however, the substantial modelling effort is not worthwhile when only limited information on each
1

A British recommendation exists also [19,20]; its recommendations are similar to those of [4].
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converter is available. A harmonic injection method, with mathematics described
in Chapter 4, is used instead, despite its inability to accommodate cross–coupling
between different frequencies. The full transmission network, rather than a reduced version, is modelled [13]. Methods exist for truncating the extent of the
network required when studying a single connection [30, 31]; recent increases in
computing power have rendered these unnecessary.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows:
• Section 2.2 presents key transmission network harmonic standards with
particular reference to requirements in Australia
• Section 2.3 provides guiding principles of harmonic allocation under the
IEC framework
• Section 2.4 provides overview of compliance assessment attempts thus far,
including related problems which do not specifically aim to determine whether
or not a customer installation meets its allocated emission levels.

2.2

Standards governing transmission system harmonics in Australia

As a signatory nation to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT),
Australia is obliged to adopt electrical standards approved by the International
Electrotechnical Commission [32]. As a result, minor modifications to the IEC
technical report IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] have been made in order to form the
Australian Standard AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8]. Despite being derived from an IEC
Type 3 Technical Report — intended to provide information and guidance —
AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8] is called up in the National Electricity Rules [33] specified
by the Australian Energy Market Commission and is therefore binding. Unless
otherwise indicated, the key technical provisions of the IEC and Australian versions are the same and so a reference to one document implies a reference to
10

the other. Standards Australia has also released Handbook HB–264 [34] for [8],
directed primarily at distribution systems; further discussion appears in Chapter 4.
Prior to the implementation of the National Electricity Rules, individual state
regulators — and, in some cases, individual utilities — were granted some freedom to choose which harmonic standard(s) to apply. The previous Australian
Standard AS 2279.2–1991 [35], superseded by [8], permitted its own provisions to
be overridden by utility requirements. Similarly, in a draft version of the Queensland Grid Code, the harmonic limits recommended by the North American guide
IEEE–519 [5] were to be required instead [7]. However, as the IEC–based document is required by the Australian regulator, the discussion on IEEE–519 [5] is
minimal beyond this section.
The fundamental principle of both the IEC and IEEE guides is the same:
the utility is to limit harmonic voltages at buses in the network; this is to be
accomplished by limiting the harmonic current injected by individual customer
installations. In IEEE–519 [5] the responsibility is placed upon the customer to
limit harmonic current injections [36]; in IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] the responsibility
is less clearly demarcated. It will be demonstrated in Chapter 7 that the customer
cannot have complete control over the harmonic current injected into the PCC,
and so the IEEE philosophy — whilst being much simpler to apply — is less
technically rigorous than the IEC approach.
Application of IEEE–519 [5] is relatively straightforward: lookup tables are
provided giving harmonic voltage limits for individual buses and harmonic current limits for individual customer installations. For three system voltage ranges,
voltage total harmonic distortion (THD) limits are specified; individual harmonic
voltage limits are unchanged as frequency increases2 . In contrast, IEC/TR 61000–
2

Lower limits apply to even harmonics.
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3–6 [4] proposes indicative voltage planning levels which decrease with increasing
frequency; detailed network analysis is required to determine individual harmonic
current limits. IEEE–519 [5] is therefore considerably simpler to apply but — as
indicated above — lacks the technical rigour of the IEC guide. An alternative
view [37] is that the IEEE selection is more reliable as fewer assumptions are
required. Any observation on rigour should, however, be tempered by the knowledge that the IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] indicative voltage limits were determined
from measurements on existing systems [38, 39] and not from equipment impact
studies3 ; it is not clear from where the IEEE–519 [5] limits are derived.

2.3

Guiding principles of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] in harmonic allocation

2.3.1

Compatibility, planning and emission levels

Connection of equipment to a power system requires that the equipment be
able to withstand harmonic distortion to which it is subjected by itself and other
equipment. Alternatively, injected harmonic distortion must be limited to a level
which is tolerable by connected equipment. The primary mechanism defined by
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] to achieve a balance between emission and immunity is
the compatibility level. Equipment tests must be designed to ensure immunity to
harmonic distortion at least up to the compatibility level; utilities are required to
maintain harmonic voltages at or below the compatibility level. The comparisons
are to be made in a statistical, rather than absolute, sense; detailed discussion
forms Section 2.3.2.
In practice, compatibility levels are reflected in IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] only
at low and medium voltage. The implication is that distortion at higher voltages
should be managed with the aim of ensuring that LV/MV compatibility levels
3

Further discussion is given in Section 2.3.
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as possible, without going to the extent of performing the innumerable equipment
studies which would be required to ensure a completely defensible set of limits.
Experience in France suggests that the 2% planning level at the 5th harmonic
may be too stringent to be met by the transmission operator; an increase to 5%
has been proposed [41]. In Quebec [38], the view is that the higher–frequency
limits are too low and can be increased. Both of these proposals are from utilities
and, if implemented, would shift harmonic compliance costs from the utilities to
equipment manufacturers.
Both compatibility and planning levels are quantities intended to reflect behaviour desired of a utility. In contrast, the harmonic emission level can refer
either to the harmonic (voltage or current) distortion which an individual customer installation is entitled to inject into the network or to some measure of the
harmonic distortion actually being injected by the installation into the network.
In this thesis, ‘emission level’ is intended in the first sense4 ‘emission level’ and
‘allocated emission level’ are used interchangeably. IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] provides a suggested process for calculating emission levels for individual customer
installations. Chapters 4 and 5 will highlight deficiencies in this procedure as
applied to Australian transmission networks; remedies are proposed.

2.3.2

Stochastic representation, diversity and summation laws

In a theoretical sense, harmonics are time–invariant quantities, being simply the
Fourier series coefficients of a periodic voltage or current of 50Hz or 60Hz fundamental. In practice, however, no voltage or current in a transmission network can
be perfectly periodic: the load on a system is continually changing, generation
4

IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] uses the term ‘emission limit’ to describe the distortion level allocated
to a customer. There are two drawbacks to this approach. Firstly, the quantity is a limit only
in a stochastic sense, rather than being a traditional hard limit. Secondly, the term ‘emission
limit’ is not consistent with the existing terminology of ‘compatibility level’ and ‘planning
level’. Therefore ‘emission level’ is used instead as a planning term; no particular expression
is used to denote the operational measurement sense.
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must be committed accordingly, and the fundamental frequency changes with
the balance between generation and load. Thus the concept of a strictly periodic
signal cannot be applied exactly. To obtain sensible measurements5 , an infinite
measuring period is not realistic; windowing of the voltage or current is required.
Windowed power system harmonic measurements thus can be expected to vary
over time, and so the expression ‘time–varying harmonics’ [42], incorrect when
applied using the window–less Fourier definition, has a sensible meaning.
Measurement specifications for harmonics are given by the standard IEC 61000–
4–7 [43] and its Australian version, AS/NZS 61000.4.7 [44]. These two documents have been superseded by references [45] and [46] respectively; the latter
was published in August 2007 and is substantially changed from the first edition. AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8] calls up standard AS/NZS 61000.4.7 by number but
not edition and applies measurement philosophy aligned with the superseded
versions. All references in this thesis are therefore directed towards the first
editions [43, 44] rather than the present versions [45, 46] .
AS/NZS 61000.4.7 [44] notes that harmonic voltages and currents in a network are not fixed and may be quasi–stationary instead. This is logical given that
customer harmonic sources are continually changing and the configuration of the
network must adapt (via switching arrangements) to be able to accommodate
varying demand. In order to reduce the volume of data to manageable levels,
the 1999 version of AS/NZS 61000.4.7 [44] defines a measuring procedure requiring reporting of cumulative probability values — that is, statistical quantities
below which a certain percentage of measurements fall within a given interval
— rather than simply the entire data stream. The cumulative probabilities to
be calculated are specified by AS/NZS 61000.4.7 [44] for very short (3 second),
short (10 minute), optional long (1 hour), day, and week or longer intervals. The
5

Detailed examination of measurement techniques is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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most common cumulative probabilities to be required are the 95% and 99% values6 . For purposes of simplicity and consistency with AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8], this
thesis will utilise the 95% cumulative probability value when statistically–based
quantities are examined.
Applying the work of Rowe [47], IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] treats harmonics as
randomly varying phasors — that is, as stochastic quantities. This contrasts
with the present version of IEEE–519 [5] in which harmonics are considered as
deterministic. To construct rules from the stochastic representation, limits are
placed not on maximum values but on 95% non–exceeding probabilities — that
is, 95% of recorded measurements are not to exceed the limit. A more general
study of probabilistic concepts applied to harmonics is reference [48].
The stochastic treatment has two distinct advantages over a deterministic
approach. Firstly, it allows time and phase diversity between harmonic sources
to be accounted for relatively simply. The transmission network operator has
minimal control over the times at which potential sources of harmonic distortion
act as such; many harmonic sources can be expected not to operate at peak
distortion capability for all time. By representing harmonic voltages and currents
as 95% non–exceeding quantities, the variability in time and phase is allowed
for. Secondly, the stochastic treatment eliminates the need for the phase angle
of harmonic voltage and current sources. Phase angles of harmonics, especially
at higher frequencies, can be difficult to measure accurately. Proposals exist [49]
to incorporate probabilistic methods into the next version of IEEE–519 [5].
Having introduced stochastic modelling of harmonic sources, the question
of how to combine the effects of two such sources becomes apparent. When
6

Some inconsistencies exist between IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4], AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8]
and AS/NZS 61000.4.7 [44] in terms of measurement windowing and averaging.
AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8] calls for limits on the 99.9% cumulative probability weekly value of
the very short interval measurements, whereas AS/NZS 61000.4.7 [44] requires limits on the
99.9% quantity only for the long (1 hour) interval.
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combining two instantaneous quantities instead, the law of superposition applies in linear circuit theory. Superposition is equally valid for fundamental and
harmonic phasor measurements, which are representations of instantaneous measurements. However, a 95% cumulative probability value is a parameterisation
rather than an instantaneous quantity; the law of superposition does not apply.
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] recommends the use of a nonlinear summation law7 for
voltages and currents A:
Aα h =

X

Aαi h

(2.1)

i

where αh is a harmonic–dependent summation exponent. Values suggested by
the IEC document are



1, for




αh =
1.4,





 2

h<5
5 ≤ h ≤ 10

(2.2)

10 < h

The value of 1.4 chosen for the middle band was recommended by [50] and appears
to have continued [51]. Implications of (2.2) are that the low–order harmonics
should be considered as perfectly correlated, the high–order harmonics are essentially orthogonal and the middle–band harmonics lie somewhere between these
two extremes. IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] does note that αh should be set to unity
when harmonics can reasonably be expected to be in phase; a logical example
would be two uncontrolled diode rectifiers which are electrically close together.

2.3.3

Setting of emission levels: Stages 1, 2 and 3

The primary objective of harmonic allocation is to set emission levels which, if
observed by all customer installations, will ensure that planning levels are not
exceeded, without unduly restricting the ability of installations to act as sources
7

Denoted as the ‘second summation law’ within the IEC document.
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of harmonic distortion.
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] specifies three stages governing connection approval.
Stage 1 allows installations of small maximum MVA demand8 to be connected
to the transmission network without requiring further analysis — that is, the
emission level calculation is not required. Stage 2 involves detailed analysis
procedures and forms the focus of the remaining allocation work in this thesis.
Stage 2 methods are provided in IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] for both transmission
and distribution networks, despite an assertion to the contrary [52]. Stage 3
permits connection on a provisional basis of an installation which, based upon
pre–commissioning simulation, would fail to comply with its Stage 2 allocated
emission level(s) under some circumstances.
2.3.4

Factors governing Stage 2 emission levels

Under Stage 2 of the allocation procedure suggested by IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4],
each installation is to be given an allocated voltage emission level proportional
to its maximum demand, with a correction applied for the nonlinear summation
law described in Section 2.3.2. Large loads thus receive large harmonic voltage
emission levels and two loads of equal maximum demand connected at the same
PCC will be allocated identical harmonic voltage emission levels. The allocation
procedure is therefore equitable in some sense. Some exploration of alternative
proportionality requirements has been carried out; in distribution networks a
case is made for making a harmonic voltampere emission level proportional to
the maximum demand [6, 34]. Further discussion on the allocation quantity is
given in Section 4.4.2.
Where a harmonic voltage emission level is to be converted into a current,
the network harmonic impedance at the PCC is required. Considerable effort has
been directed towards deriving measures of the network harmonic impedance in
8

‘Agreed power’ is the term used in IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4].
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a transmission network [40, 53–56] via simulations and measurement. It will be
shown in Section 5.4 that there is substantial potential for error in the conversion;
to overcome this, a recommendation for a standardised harmonic impedance is
given in that section also.
The ability of the network to absorb harmonics, both locally and at buses remote from the PCC, also affects the allocated emission level under the allocation
procedure of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4]. This contrasts with IEEE–519 [5], in which
harmonic current emission levels are fixed by the connection voltage and the
short–circuit ratio9 at the PCC. The IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] method involves the
calculation of a ‘corrected total available power’ via a process involving construction of the harmonic admittance matrix of the full network. Further examination
is given in Chapter 4.
The suggested allocation procedure does not provide a formal methodology
for handling resonances in the transmission network. Resonances have been reported formally [57] as occurring in the Western Australian transmission network;
in other geographical areas utility engineers have confirmed resonances also. Frequency scan simulations for both transmission [58] and distribution [59] have
predicted substantial resonances. Harmonic voltage amplification by a factor of
around thirteen has been predicted [58] between nearby buses. Eigenanalysis on
the network admittance matrix has been suggested as a method of determining
likely resonant conditions [60]. Long transmission line models, necessary in the
Australian context, present difficulties for this method in that each identified
mode corresponds to a single capacitor. Representation of the distributed capacitance of the transmission line as only two lumped capacitors suppresses modes
which might otherwise be identified. The eigenanalysis technique is therefore not
used for this work, although the potential exists for future examination. Reso9

Defined by IEEE–519 [5] as the maximum short–circuit current divided by maximum demand
load current at the PCC.
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nances are not predicted nor mitigated specifically in the allocation process; the
treatment in Section 5.2.2 provides further details of the problem along with a
suggested solution.

2.4

Verification of compliance of connected customer installations

2.4.1

Principles of compliance assessment

Compliance assessment is verification that a customer installation does not exceed its allocated emission level. Whilst this may prima facie seem a trivial
task, interactions between the installation and the supply network provide considerable complications; Chapter 7 will demonstrate the extent of the difficulty.
The need for harmonic compliance assessment techniques was identified by [7] in
connection with monitoring requirements. Other work has focussed on similar
problems without specifically noting the need to compare a measured quantity
with pre–allocated limits. [7] suggests that measurements should be restricted to
quantities available at the PCC; extension to include other locations is beyond
the scope of this thesis.
Figure 2.2 gives a typical model of the interface between the utility network
and the plant at the hth harmonic; the subscript h is omitted for clarity. Harmonic compliance in the literature involves attempts to define and identify the
contribution made by the customer side to the distortion at the PCC. The assumptions associated with the equivalent circuit parameters of Figure 2.2 and
with the measurements themselves affect the compliance assessment process and
results. Many papers on the subject do not clearly indicate the assumptions
made. Key assumptions which have been identified, and are employed in this
thesis, for the purposes of compliance assessment are:
1. the decision will be based upon measurements of harmonic voltage and
current at the PCC and only at the PCC, that is, measurements at remote
20
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Figure 2.2: Equivalent circuit of network–plant interface for compliance assessment

buses cannot be used in the assessment process [7];

2. both magnitude and phase angle of those measurements are available [44];

3. the parameters in the equivalent circuit of Figure 2.2, and therefore the
measurements, are not necessarily constant over time [44];

4. measurements can be made while the plant under consideration remains in
service [53, 54, 61];

5. a single–phase equivalent circuit adequately represents actual conditions [62,
63]; practical requirements forcing this assumption were noted in Section 1.2, even though evidence exists to suggest that three–phase considerations are significant [13, 64];

6. different harmonic orders can be decoupled, that is, no cross–coupling between different frequencies occurs [62, 63] — this assumption is contrary to
linear converter analysis [25–29]; and
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7. ‘distorting load’ can be taken to mean the entire customer installation —
that is, both Ic and Yc in Figure 2.2, and not just Ic or the distorting
voltage Ic /Yc [54].
Under investigation is an assessment of compliance of individual customer
installations. Extension to an entire distribution network has been proposed [65]
using state estimation techniques. By contrast, no practical and rigorous techniques exist yet by which individual customer installations can be judged to
comply with emission levels allocated under IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] principles,
despite considerable research attention in this field.
The remainder of this section examines:
• mechanics of making and interpreting harmonic measurements (Section 2.4.2);

• problems related to compliance assessment which do not specifically identify whether or not an installation is within its allocated emission level
(Section 2.4.3); and

• the state of the compliance assessment art.

2.4.2

Complications arising from field measurements

Before any theoretically–derived compliance assessment technique can be applied
and judged to be satisfactory, confidence in the accuracy of harmonic measurements is necessary. For measurements of harmonic current this does not generally pose significant problems [12]. However, harmonic voltage measurements
from voltage transformers (VTs) at transmission voltages are considerably less
reliable [12, 44]. Techniques to improve the accuracy of VTs for harmonic measurements exist [66], but immediate VT upgrades at all possible measurement
sites are not realistic. For the time being, utilities and customers are therefore
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restricted to questionable harmonic voltage measurements. Despite this problem,
in order to make meaningful progress towards a compliance assessment method
it will be assumed that sufficiently accurate measurements are available.
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] acknowledges the need to limit data storage requirements by time–averaging harmonic measurement data, and proposes comparisons
based on both 3–second (“very short”) and 10–minute (“short”) averages, as discussed in Section 2.3.2. The representation of field measurements by cumulative
probability values means that large harmonic values present only for brief intervals may not be accurately reflected in recorded data. This situation would only
present problems where short–term values are critical; when the heating and loss
of life effects of harmonics are of most concern, the averaging is unlikely to have
significant deleterious consequences.

2.4.3

Related problems

Four problems related to compliance assessment are examined:
1. identification of background voltage;

2. determination of the dominant harmonic source;

3. separation of customer and supply contributions to harmonic distortion at
the PCC; and

4. network harmonic impedance assessment.
Each of these has features in common with compliance assessment, while not
specifically yielding a compliance test.
Assessment of “background voltage” is a separate problem which has been
considered by utilities but remains of limited value for explicit compliance assess23

ment purposes. There is some conjecture as to how best to define background
voltage: it could be
1. the voltage at the PCC when the customer installation is not connected
(equal to the Thévenin–equivalent harmonic voltage source Vs of the network, as per Figure 2.2), or
2. the voltage at the PCC when the harmonic source in the customer installation is deactivated.
Since the term ‘background’ implies that the installation should have no effect,
only option 1 is satisfactory; for option 2, changing harmonic filter switching
conditions (for example) would affect the background voltage10 . Background
voltage can be readily assessed prior to commissioning new equipment.
The objective of dominant source identification is to find which side of the
PCC contributes more (in some sense) to harmonic distortion at the PCC. This
problem is not particularly meaningful [61]: it cannot determine whether or
not an installation exceeds an allocated emission level and therefore does not
yield immediately useful corrective action. Further, the result of a dominant
source identification depends heavily on the measure of harmonic distortion: for
example, a situation can arise where the utility side dominates the PCC voltage
whereas the plant side dominates the PCC current.
A popular test for identifying a dominant harmonic source is based on finding
the direction in which harmonic real power flows [7, 54]; this method has been
discredited [62, 67]. An analogy with real power flow at fundamental frequency
suggests why the method is unsuitable: the well–known power–angle approximation shows that the direction in which power flows through a line is controlled
10

This effect can be observed by examining Figure 2.2: with the customer source deactivated,
the PCC voltage is controlled by the divider action of the two impedances. Changing the
customer impedance Zc by altering harmonic filter switching conditions will change the PCC
voltage and consequently — if option 2 is selected — the background voltage.
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primarily by the phase angles, and not the magnitudes, of the voltages on opposite sides of a line. The supposition that harmonic voltage magnitudes should
indicate the direction of harmonic power flow across a PCC is therefore inconsistent with the situation at fundamental frequency. Li [63] and Sneddon [68] have
postulated that reactive power flow direction may be more suitable. It should be
noted that the concept of harmonic power flow remains suitable for other applications; for example, in harmonic state estimation it is a necessary tool. Rather,
specifically for assessing the location of major harmonic sources, the direction
of harmonic power flow is not a particularly useful method even though instruments have been developed [7] which indicate the direction of harmonic power
flow. Additionally, this quantity does not relate to an allocated emission level
and is therefore not an optimum solution to the compliance assessment problem.
Techniques involving representation of the customer installation by an equivalent linear circuit have been developed. One such technique [69] examines the
extent to which the installation deviates from the behaviour expected of an equivalent resistor–inductor combination; an extension [70] specifically requires that
the equivalent circuit draw the same fundamental real and reactive power as
the actual installation. Neither case is particularly constructive: capacitance is
neglected completely in the equivalent circuit, so even a resistor–capacitor combination would be replaced with a resistor and inductor, potentially leading to
identification of severe distortion where none exists. Further, the technique does
not identify a specific compliance test.
Other papers also claim to solve the separation problem. Reliance on the sign
of an ill–defined impedance quantity [71] is highly susceptible to noise problems,
as harmonic impedances can easily cross the real and imaginary axes on the
complex plane. The same is true of conditions based on the sign of a power [72],
an extension to the approach of [73] which involves separation of the PCC current
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into “conforming” and “non–conforming” components. The conforming / non–
conforming current method is noted by [71] to be essentially a futile exercise,
in that the two current components are not orthogonal and therefore cannot be
uniquely separated.
The titles of other papers suggest some relation to compliance assessment.
However, reference [74] is on dominant source identification and relies on the
direction of harmonic active power flow; [75] simply applies Kirchhoff’s Voltage
Law across a transformer for harmonic measurements. Similarly, the title of [17]
implies a link to compliance assessment, whereas the paper itself is concerned
with definitions of powers under harmonic conditions.
Some attention has been directed [53, 56] to assessment of the network harmonic impedance at a bus from measurements or simulation. Both invasive
(requiring equipment switching or full disconnection) and non–invasive methods have been reported. An on–line harmonic impedance assessment device,
for assessing the network impedance under a variation in the plant parameters,
has been described [76]. The method relies on PCC measurements for only
two windows; during each window all parameters are assumed constant. More
rigorous means of approaching this identification problem are developed using
least–squares estimation [54] in Chapter 7.

2.4.4

Existing attempts

The harmonic assessment level11 of a distorting load has been defined by the
French utility EdF to be the harmonic voltage which would occur at the PCC in
the absence of all other distorting loads [61]; CIGRÉ has recommended this definition also [54], despite the variation in this quantity with network impedance.
It will be shown in Chapter 7 that this definition is unsatisfactory for compli11

Referred to as “emission level” in the literature; the term “assessment level” is substituted
to avoid confusion with allocated emission levels.
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ance assessment purposes; variation in the network impedance Zs influences the
harmonic assessment level of the plant.
Examination of detail embedded in [54] reveals the need for assumption 7 in
Section 2.4.1: whilst the text suggests that calculation of the harmonic assessment level assumes no other distorting load exists, the equations given include
the network impedance Zs . Since the Zs and Vs partially represent the combined
effects of all remote distorting loads, the text and equations of [54] are not consistent with each other. This inconsistency has propagated to [76], where harmonic
assessment levels for the network and plant sides of the PCC are based on two
different criteria. Effects of the network impedance are included in harmonic
assessment level definitions made by [77]; however, this reference does note the
difficulty imposed by such a definition.
An alternative view [17, 61] identifies distorting loads as either “friendly” or
“harmful”, depending upon the direction of change observed in the harmonic
voltage at the PCC after the distorting load is connected. Since different results
could be obtained if (a) the PCC current were to be used for the comparison, or
(b) the effect of connection on remote buses were to be considered, this suggestion
is not pursued within this thesis. A different method proposed [78] apportions
voltage distortion between customers based solely on modelling — contradicting the assertion of [7] that assessment should be derived from measurements
instead — and relies on assumptions suited to distribution networks. Changes in
the equipment parameters do not result in any changes in the responsibility attributed. Principles and assumptions governing this method are not sufficiently
clear to be useful, and so no further attention is given.
Yang [61] examines the classification [17] of “harmful” and “friendly” harmonic injection, where discrimination is between differing effects of the installation on the harmonic voltage at the PCC. In that examination it is shown that
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the distinction between friendly and harmful injections does not provide any information on contribution of individual installation or network to distortion at
the PCC.
Both “invasive” and “non–invasive” tests have been described [54, 61], the
distinction being whether or not the customer installation is to be disconnected
as part of the test. For the bulk of large industrial installations, disconnection is
impractical, especially in the case of potentially large harmonic sources such as
aluminium smelters. Under these circumstances, a change in operating condition
has been proposed as an alternative [53] for harmonic impedance measurements.
The assessment techniques which Yang presents [61] rely on the EdF definition
of the harmonic [injection] level from a distorting load, namely the [harmonic]
voltage that would be caused by that load at the PCC if no other distorting
load were present. There are several difficulties with this approach. Firstly, the
Thévenin or Norton equivalent circuit for the network must take into account all
distorting loads on the network; they cannot readily be deactivated. Secondly,
the definition is not clear as to whether it is just the harmonic source component
or the entire installation which is to be assumed disconnected in the other installations. The CIGRÉ report [54] is also unclear on this point: the text makes
one supposition but mathematical derivations choose the alternative.

2.5

Chapter summary

Harmonic voltages and currents in modern transmission networks are increasing. Utilities and regulators can choose to accept the risks associated with these
increases or to implement corrective strategies. Techniques proposed by the standards IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] and IEEE–519 [5] form the basis of such strategies
in many jurisdictions.
Allocation in transmission networks has been developed in IEC/TR 61000–
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3–6 [4]. The guiding principles are taken as the basis for the allocation work
to be developed in this thesis. However, scope exists for improvement to the
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] allocation framework. The basis behind planning level
selection remains unclear. Scope for increasing the rigour of emission level calculations, as well as accommodating some of the complications introduced by
practical application, has also been identified. Chapters 4 through 6 seek to fill
some of these gaps.
Compliance assessment, the second key area of harmonic management, is another problem which has attracted considerable research interest but yielded no
definitive solution thus far. Related problems such as the identification of the
dominant harmonic source and the background harmonic voltage have undergone significant examination; existing relationships between these problems and
compliance assessment are tenuous. Chapter 7 specifically extends compliance
assessment techniques; that is, a test is developed by which physical measurements can be related to allocated harmonic emission levels.
Existing approaches to harmonic management are directed towards only one
of the two stages of the problem: either the setting of acceptable planning levels
and emission limits or the assessment of measurements based on some criterion.
Since neither task is meaningful without the other, integration of these two tasks,
by casting assessment in terms of the limits, is an additional gap in the existing
literature. Further, scope for significant improvement in methodologies for both
tasks has been identified.
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3.1

Overview

The contributions developed in Chapters 4 through 7 arose through application of
the Australian harmonic standard [8] to practical networks. Section 3.3 describes
the network modelling techniques which have been applied in order to determine
appropriate planning levels (Chapter 4) and to carry out harmonic allocation
(Chapter 5); these techniques represent the best available selection from the
literature for such purposes. Different modelling requirements and techniques,
detailed in Section 3.4, are applicable to the compliance assessment techniques
of Chapter 7. Special features of the test systems under study are noted in
Section 3.5.

3.2

Harmonics under study

The range of frequencies of interest is not immediately apparent; no rigorous
method of setting an upper bound exists. IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] recommends
examination up to the 50th harmonic and presents a case for investigation up
to the 100th harmonic when large multi–pulse converters exist. Modelling is
unsatisfactory at the higher frequencies, especially with long transmission lines
present: in the large transmission networks studied, tower configurations are
neither available from the network operators nor practical to model for a full
network. The 20th harmonic has been suggested [53] to be the limit for suitable
network harmonic impedance calculations. As a compromise, calculations are
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performed to the 40th harmonic in this thesis but it is reasonable to be sceptical
about the accuracy of the higher frequency results.

Difficulties with accurate modelling on first inspection may seem critical.
However, monitoring at high frequencies is also open to inaccuracy: the frequency
response characteristics of voltage transformers become poor very quickly as connection voltage and frequency increase [12, 43], despite recent enhancements [66]
not yet widely deployed in transmission networks. Considerably further research
in both modelling and simulation is required before a clear view of power system
harmonics at higher frequencies can be obtained.

Triplen harmonics, being heavily dependent on zero–sequence data, present
additional modelling complexity. In order to keep the problem manageable and
avoid the need for zero–sequence data which was unavailable from network operators, each triplen has been treated in the same manner as any other harmonic.
An obvious future extension of this project would be to refine the network and
equipment models at triplen harmonics.

Interactions between different harmonic frequencies are omitted.

Cross–

coupling of different frequencies across a power electronic converter has been
well documented [23, 26, 79]. However, accurate modelling of any large converter
and its associated plant is required in order to implement this cross–coupling in
a simulation. Since only minimal information is available on load characteristics
from network power flow data, introduction of cross–coupling was judged to introduce unnecessary and unreliable assumptions into the modelling process and
was therefore intentionally neglected.
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3.3

Network modelling for harmonic allocation

3.3.1

Purpose and characteristics of allocation modelling

As with other forms of harmonic studies [13, 56], an intermediate step in the
process of determining harmonic emission levels for a large potentially distorting load is the calculation of the network harmonic admittance matrix. This
calculation requires detailed modelling of the entire1 transmission network to be
undertaken [13, 56], in order for interactions between network equipment to be
considered effectively. However, some simplifications are necessary in order to
balance the competing requirements of accuracy and practicability.
The most obvious distinction between network modelling at fundamental and
at harmonic frequencies is the reversed behaviour of generators (Section 3.3.2)
and loads. At harmonic frequencies, loads (along with SVCs and other FACTS
devices) are potential harmonic sources; generators are effectively harmonic sinks.

3.3.2

Generators

The accepted [12, 13, 53, 56] model for the hth harmonic impedance Zh,gen of a
synchronous generator is
√
Zh,gen = R1 h + jXd00 h

(3.1)

where R1 is the effective generator resistance at the fundamental and Xd00 is
the subtransient reactance of the generator. There is some conjecture as to the
means of determining R1 : [12, 13, 56] recommend that it be the value derived
from machine power losses, whereas [53] proposes setting R1 = 0.1Xd00 . The
former approach has been used for this work, as these values have been supplied.
1

Adjoint network analysis has been suggested [80] as a means of reducing the extent of the
network model required. This technique, whilst apparently reducing computing time required,
involves significantly more human intervention in interpretation of results. For this reason its
application is limited.
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As synchronous generators are harmonic sinks at frequencies above the fundamental, it is critical that they not be omitted from network models.
Wind and other generators connected to the grid via power electronic converters require alternative treatment, being harmonic sources and not sinks. As
generation in the data used for this investigation consists solely of synchronous
machines, modelling of other types of generator has not been necessary. For
future projects the model most likely to be suitable for wind–type generation is
the same as a customer installation (Section 3.3.5) — that is, a harmonic current
source.

3.3.3

Transformers

The series impedance of a transformer at the hth harmonic is given [12,13,53,56]
by
√
Zh,tx = R1 h + jhXt

(3.2)

where R1 is the effective series resistance at the fundamental and Xt is the shortcircuit reactance of the transformer also at the fundamental. As was noted with
generators in Section 3.3.2, [12, 13, 56] recommend that R1 be derived directly
from power losses, whilst [53] proposes a more complex calculation based on Xt
and the transformer rating. For the network under study R1 is known, so the
approach of [53] is not necessary.

3.3.4

Transmission lines

In the Australian context, the presence of transmission lines which can be several hundred kilometres long means that the nominal pi model, such as that in
Figure 3.1, does not account adequately for behaviour at harmonic frequencies.
Balanced harmonic studies can be carried out using the exact pi model shown
in Figure 3.2. Its parameters at harmonic frequencies can be expressed [13, 81]
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Figure 3.1: Nominal pi model of a transmission line at harmonic frequencies
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Figure 3.2: Exact pi model of a transmission line at harmonic frequencies

as
r
Zh,ser =

√
Z0
sinh
l
Z 0Y 0
Y0

(3.3)

√
Y0
l Z 0Y 0
tanh
Z0
2

(3.4)

and
Yh,sht

1
=
2

r

respectively, where Z 0 is the frequency–dependent series impedance of the line per
unit length and Y 0 is the frequency–dependent shunt admittance per unit length.
For improved accuracy, three-phase models [81,82] and tower configuration data
[13] would be necessary. However, modelling every tower and every conductor
span of an entire state transmission network is not practical; a situation in which
every utility would need to do this in order to perform harmonic allocation is not
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realistic. Rather, a compromise ought to be sufficient, where the data used are the
same as those used for power flow calculations. The validity of this approximation
appears reasonable, given the accuracy already lost through uncertainty in load
characteristics, as noted in Section 3.3.5. An exception is for examination of
unbalance and especially zero–sequence effects, which are beyond the scope of
this thesis.

3.3.5

Customer installations

As was noted in Section 2.3.1, the objective of the harmonic allocation process
is to determine allowable harmonic emission levels which will maintain harmonic
voltages below planning levels even when every customer installation injects its
allocated harmonic current. This requirement implies that, for the purposes of
setting permitted voltage emission levels, every installation must be represented
by a harmonic current source having a magnitude equal to the current which is to
be allocated. As harmonic sources are being represented as stochastic rather than
deterministic quantities (Section 2.3.2), phase information is neither required nor
relevant.
Network impedance calculations are somewhat different. As the composition
of a load can affect its harmonic impedance substantially [83], and knowledge of
the composition of every load on a transmission network is impractical, an alternative solution is required. In the absence of further knowledge it is assumed
that the damping provided by resistive loads is negligible compared to the other
shunt paths to earth in the network, and so load impedances are assumed to be
disconnected from the network for impedance calculation purposes. Incorporation of improved estimates of load damping effects would be a valuable extension
of the work presented in this thesis. Aggregated load modelling is an area where
general rules cannot yet be applied without detailed knowledge of the load com37

position; the literature has demonstrated that relatively small changes in load
composition can have significant effects on load harmonic impedances [81, 84].

3.3.6

Utility capacitor banks

A case could be made for treating a network power factor correction capacitor
bank as any other installation and therefore allocating it a harmonic emission
level based on its MVAr rating: a utility may wish to impose an administrative
limit on the harmonic current flowing through the capacitor bank. However,
given that capacitor banks are installed by utilities to assist in optimising the
operation of the network, it is appropriate that they be treated as a network
component and modelled accordingly.
If a capacitor of fundamental reactance XC1 is in series with an inrush–
limiting or detuning reactor of fundamental reactance XL1 then elementary network theory requires that the harmonic impedance of the series combination be
Zh,cap = −jh−1 XC1 + jhXL1

(3.5)

on the assumption that neither the capacitance nor inductance is frequency–
dependent. Since the harmonic impedance of the bank can depend heavily on
both the capacitance and the series reactance, accurate knowledge of both assists
to provide confidence in results.

3.3.7

Power electronic converters

Large power electronic converters are becoming more prevalent in modern transmission networks as HVDC links, wind generation, static VAr compensators and
other converters become more economically viable. Since these devices are significant harmonic sources, it is necessary that they be treated in an identical
manner to customer installations (Section 3.3.5), that is, as harmonic current
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Component

Transformer

Harmonic model
√
R1 h + jhXd00
√
R1 h + jhXt

Transmission
line

Hyperbolic
approximation

Capacitor
bank

−jh−1 XC1 + jhXL1

Customer installation

Harmonic current source

Generator

Table 3.1: Summary of models used in developing harmonic allocation methods

sources. This policy aligns with the recommendations in [4, 8]. Harmonic filter
banks installed in conjunction with these systems should be treated as part of
the installation rather than as part of the network, being on the customer side
of the PCC.

3.3.8

Summary of network equipment models used

Table 3.1 summarises the network equipment models which have been presented
in Section 3.3.

3.4

Modelling techniques used for compliance assessment

Network and plant models used to determine whether or not an installation
complies with its harmonic allocation are of a different form to those used in
the allocation process itself. As was noted in Section 2.4.1 as assumption 1,
any compliance assessment process should be based on measurements made only
at the PCC; development of generic methods using additional measurements is
beyond the scope of this thesis. If the allocation has been performed correctly
then compliance at the PCC should ensure that problems do not occur at other
buses. This being the case, both sides of the PCC can be modelled at the
harmonic(s) of interest as Thévenin– or Norton–equivalent circuits which may
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Figure 3.3: Equivalent circuit of network–plant interface for compliance assessment

change depending on operating conditions of the plant and network. For the
purposes of the harmonic compliance assessment work in Chapter 7, the model
of Figure 3.3 will be used.
The use of the Thévenin–equivalent, rather than the Norton, circuit for the
network is not an overly critical issue. The Thévenin circuit has the advantage
of enabling direct comparison to be made between the open–circuit voltage Vs
and the harmonic voltage planning level Lh .2 On the plant side, the Norton–
equivalent is the more appropriate choice, as the shunt admittance represents
such equipment as harmonic filters and capacitor banks. Since these devices can
have a significant effect upon the harmonic behaviour of a customer installation
and are connected in shunt, it is appropriate that they be modelled in shunt form
for consistency.
It should be noted that, unlike during the allocation process, the plant Norton
admittance should be determined whenever the plant Norton current source is
2

In a distribution system, as [85] suggests, the network–side impedance is dominated by
series–connected distribution transformers, and so the Thévenin circuit is the obvious choice.
This advantage disappears in a transmission network.
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being calculated. For allocation purposes, representation of the plant as a single
current source was shown at Section 3.3.5 to be appropriate, as an objective was
to permit customer installations across the network to inject as much harmonic
current as could be absorbed. In assessing the harmonic compliance of an installation, some measure of the actual emission produced by that installation is
required. Therefore as full a representation as is available should be used, meaning that the Norton admittance is now required along with the current source.
Further details will be provided in Chapter 7.

3.5

Key features of test systems

Three test networks are utilised to demonstrate concepts in this thesis. Networks A and B are two separate Australian state transmission networks, both
part of the interconnected National Electricity Market. The bulk of the work
in Chapter 4 through Chapter 7 is related to these two networks. A third network, with parameters specified in Appendix C, is a modified version of the
IEEE benchmark 14–bus network proposed by [86] and is included to assist in
illustrating the area–based allocation development in Chapter 6. The use of this
simple test case allows the area–based allocation theory to be developed without
complications such as transmission line capacitance and large numbers of buses
to intrude. The remainder of the discussion here is directed towards Networks A
and B.
Networks A and B have several common features making them of value for
harmonic studies. Each contains at least one large distorting load, specifically a
smelter, drawing a significant proportion of the power consumed on the network;
both networks also feature other power electronic systems such as high–voltage
DC links and static VAr compensators. Techniques are not yet formalised for indicating whether the harmonic emission levels produced by these large distorting
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loads are (in some sense) excessive; a motivation for this study is thus apparent.
Both Networks A and B also contain long transmission lines, a feature typical
of Australian transmission networks. As will be seen in Section 5.2.2, long lines
add complexity to the harmonic allocation process. The same is true of meshing
between voltage levels (Section 4.3.3): in all three test networks, more than one
voltage level is used for bulk transport of power and the different voltage levels
cannot satisfactorily be modelled as distinct subsystems.
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4.1

Introduction

Harmonic allocation allows limits on emission of harmonic distortion by customer installations to be balanced against equipment immunity. This chapter
addresses principles for achieving this balance. The approach taken follows the
guiding principles of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] with the addition of a more rigorous
foundation.
Four key objectives are assumed in harmonic allocation. Firstly, as was noted
in Section 2.3, the harmonic voltage at each bus should not lead to low voltage
(LV) compatibility levels being exceeded. Planning levels should be set accordingly. Secondly, the allocation should not distinguish between different types
of customer installation: installations of equal MVA demand connected at the
same bus should receive equal emission levels. This principle allows customers
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to replace existing non–distorting equipment with distorting equipment at a future time. Thirdly, the allocation should be equitable in some sense: larger
installations should be entitled to larger emission levels. Finally, the emission
levels should be as large as possible, utilising as much of the network harmonic
absorption capacity as possible. No unnecessary restrictions should be imposed.
Section 4.2 states the principal assumptions which are to be made in the
selection of planning and emission levels. A key feature of this chapter is the use
of the 95% non–exceeding probability value of voltage and current. The nonlinear
summation law proposed by [4] for such cases is utilised.
The question of how to choose the most appropriate planning levels in a
transmission network, addressed at Section 4.3, has significant cost implications.
In distribution networks, it has been shown [34] that planning levels and emission
levels must be set in conjunction with each other; it is not possible to calculate
one set of limits in isolation from the other. It will be shown in Section 4.3
that the same principle holds for transmission, but structural characteristics of
transmission networks, particularly the arrangements in which they are meshed,
do not necessarily allow this principle to be exercised in practice.
An allocation policy describes how emission levels may be calculated. It
must address the type of quantity and its value to be allocated to each customer
installation. Section 4.4 proposes a policy for apportioning the harmonic voltage
at a bus to customer installations within a transmission system, based upon
the maximum MVA demand of each installation. A formal allocation policy
proposed by IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] — and adopted as general practice in some
jurisdictions, including Australia through the standard AS/NZS 61000.3.6 [8]1
— does not include a rigorous method for ensuring that planning levels are not
exceeded, in contrast to the method of Section 4.4. Practical conditions requiring
1

Refer Section 2.3.
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modifications to this policy are covered in Chapter 5.
The bulk of the material in Section 4.3 and Section 4.4 is new work; the
exception is Section 4.4.3 which is included for completeness. Key contributions
made are:
1. demonstration that allocated harmonic emission levels cannot be set such
that all buses in a transmission networks will reach a uniform planning level
when all connected customers inject their full emission levels (Section 4.3.1);
2. illustration of the in–principle nexus between planning and emission levels
(Section 4.3.2);
3. identification of practical considerations requiring uniform HV/EHV planning levels at any one harmonic throughout a transmission network (Section 4.3.3);
4. observation that the formal allocation procedure proposed by [4] can lead
to planning levels being exceeded even when no allocated emission level is
exceeded (Section 4.4.4); and
5. development of a new, rigorous, harmonic allocation policy.

4.2

Key assumptions underpinning the selection of planning and emission levels

Three key assumptions are made in order to derive planning and emission levels
suitable both for the utility and for customers: the nonlinear summation law
of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4], full use of allocated emission levels, and selection of
planning and emission levels which are to be evaluated only at the customer PCC
and at no other bus. More detailed explanation of these assumptions forms the
remainder of this section.
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The nonlinear law for summation of harmonic voltages or currents Ai in a
stochastic sense [4] was introduced in Section 2.3.2 and is restated as (4.1) for
completeness:
Aα h =

X

Aαi h

(4.1)

i

This summation law is assumed to apply adequately for allocation problems, and
replaces superposition to account for phase and time diversity between harmonic
sources. It allows harmonic voltages and currents to be treated as (positive)
magnitudes only; planning and emission levels neglect phase information.2
Section 3.3.5 noted that when performing an allocation, individual customer
installations should be modelled as harmonic current sources with values equal
to their current emission levels which are to be prescribed. A technically sound
approach must permit every customer installation to inject its allocated emission
level into the network while maintaining harmonic voltages at all busbars at or
below planning levels. This requirement, as with others in allocation, applies to
95% non–exceeding probabilities rather than direct measurements.
Finally, the point at which an emission level should be determined — and
consequently checked for compliance — is the point of common coupling (PCC)
between the network and the installation in question. The potential impact of
injected harmonic distortion at remote buses should be considered as part of
the allocation process (refer to Section 5.2). However, in order to reduce the
complexity of the allocation and compliance problems, only one set of harmonic
emission levels should be determined for each customer installation and this set
should be at the PCC rather than at some remote bus.

2

It should be noted that the nonlinear summation law will not apply to the assessment of
compliance in Chapter 7, where physical measurements are assumed to be available.
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Figure 4.2: Simple distribution network

earlier in this section. Any transmission network can reasonably be expected to
contain at least one of these two types of bus. Thus it is not possible to derive a
practical set of emission levels such that all buses in a transmission network reach
the same planning levels when all emission levels are met. Evidently a requirement exists for either non–uniform planning levels or a more suitable allocation
policy.

4.3.2

Selection of planning levels in a hypothetical time–invariant network

This section will demonstrate theoretical principles which suggest that planning
and emission levels cannot be set in isolation from one another. However, discussion of practical considerations interfering with this conclusion is deferred to
Section 4.3.3.
The treatment begins by considering, via similar reasoning to that of [34], the
simple distribution network of Figure 4.2. For the time being it will be assumed
that the network and the parameters of connected customer installations are
time–invariant. Effects of any power factor correction or line capacitance are
assumed to be insignificant. Generators and other harmonic sinks are assumed
to be included only as part of the external transmission network.
The above three network assumptions force the harmonic voltages, under
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the maximum injection condition described at Section 4.2, to be highest at the
low voltage bus, decreasing as the nominal operating voltage increases. This
situation is independent of the actual harmonic emission levels allocated to the
three customer installations.
It was stated in Section 4.1 that the primary objective of the harmonic allocation process is to ensure that the harmonic voltage at any low voltage bus does
not exceed the compatibility level [4]. Therefore the next logical step is to fix
the LV planning level at some value which is at or below the compatibility level.
Fixing the planning level at the MV bus in Figure 4.2 would then fix the allowable emission level for the LV customer installation, assuming a known MV/LV
transformer reactance. Alternatively, if an allocation policy were to ensure that
all allocated emission levels were known once the emission level for one installation were known, then fixing the HV bus planning level will automatically fix
that of the MV bus. This latter approach is taken by [34]: the highest and lowest
planning levels are fixed, leaving the intermediate planning levels to be set to the
harmonic voltages observed under full harmonic injection conditions.
The problem of selecting the LV and HV planning levels remains. In the
absence of any overwhelming evidence to the contrary, values suggested by [4]
and [34] may be the most appropriate. Completely rigorous selection of these
levels would require detailed studies of the effects of various harmonic voltages on
various items of equipment over long periods of time; such studies are beyond the
scope of this thesis. Broadly speaking, the LV and HV planning levels must be
set far enough apart to allow realistic harmonic currents to be injected into the
network, and must balance the damage and loss of life caused to equipment by
harmonics against the costs of harmonic filtering and other mitigation measures.
The discussion thus far has been directed only towards a simple radial distribution system. Suppose that a second HV bus is now included in the network of
50
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Figure 4.3: Simple distribution network with two transmission–level buses included

Figure 4.2, giving the network model of Figure 4.3.
In order to allow harmonic current flow between HV buses A and B, the
planning levels at HV buses A and B must in principle be different, except for a
finite number of trivial cases3 . The underlying logic is the same as that presented
in Section 4.3.1. The same principle as for the distribution system could be
applied: fix the planning levels at HV bus A and at the LV bus, and use the
full–injection harmonic voltage at HV bus B as the planning level at that bus.
Such a principle could be extrapolated to the remainder of the transmission
network, not shown in Figure 4.3. However, practical problems, to be identified
in Section 4.3.3, present themselves with this approach.

3

An example would be where HV load 2 was identical to the combination of HV load 1 and
the illustrated distribution network.
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4.3.3

Practical considerations requiring an alternative approach

Three practical issues are considered in this section: the existence of multiple LV
buses, time–varying behaviour of transmission networks, and meshing between
multiple voltage levels within a single transmission network.
Firstly, if HV load 2 in Figure 4.3 were to be replaced with a distribution
system with different loads and voltage levels to that connected at HV bus 1, the
decision on which HV bus at which to fix a planning level would become arbitrary.
Of more concern is the possibility of different planning levels being required
at a single voltage level across different distribution systems. This situation
would make the a priori specification of standard distribution planning levels
impossible.
Secondly, the planning level philosophy of Section 4.3.2 was predicated on
the assumption of a time–invariant network. As will be discussed in more detail
in Section 5.3, generation and load on transmission networks are continuously
varying. Particularly where planning levels (set as per Section 4.3.2) at adjacent buses differ by only small amounts, a change in the network may cause a
substantial change in the relative planning levels.
Third and finally, the planning level proposal of Section 4.3.2 does not well
suit situations where significant meshing between multiple HV/EHV voltage levels occurs. This behaviour, illustrated in Figure 4.4, features strongly in both
Networks A and B described in Section 3.5. It is appropriate for all of the buses
in Figure 4.4 to be set the same planning levels. Otherwise, when all buses
are operating at the planning level, harmonic voltage drops will exist across the
transformers, yielding unwanted harmonic current flow. Setting all buses to the
same planning levels is a departure from the ideal situation of Section 4.3.2.
In order to accommodate these practical considerations, it is suggested that
a uniform planning level for each harmonic be selected at the HV/EHV level and
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Figure 4.4: Simple meshed EHV/HV transmission network with loads and generation suppressed

that distribution system planning levels remain as recommended by [4, 34].

4.4

4.4.1

Allocation policy

Basic requirements

As a starting point for an allocation policy, consider a requirement that two
customer installations of maximum demand Sm and Sn shall receive the same
combined emission level AT as a load of ST = Sm + Sn connected at the same
bus. If the emission levels Am and An are voltages or currents — that is, if the
summation law of (4.1) applies — then
AαT h = Aαmh + Aαnh
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(4.2)

Now suppose that the emission level for an installation p is some function f of
the maximum demand Sp of that installation:

Ap = f (Sp )

(4.3)

(Aαmh + Aαnh =) f αh (Sm ) + f αh (Sn ) = f αh (Sm + Sn )

(4.4)

Then (4.2) can hold if and only if

that is, f αh is associative. The simplest way to satisfy (4.4) is to make f pro1/α

portional to Sp :
f (Sp ) = kh Sp1/αh

(4.5)

where kh is a proportionality coefficient of value to be explored further in Section 4.4.3 and Section 4.4.4. There is no obvious reason for introducing any
additional complexity.

4.4.2

Allocation quantity

Many possible means exist of expressing harmonic distortion. This section will
consider emission levels in terms of only the simplest choices: voltage, current
and voltamperes. Formal investigation of which quantity is the most appropriate
— in some sense — to allocate amongst customer installations is beyond the
scope of this work. However, some philosophical considerations are of interest.
The optimum choice will depend upon the performance criterion to be chosen. As an example, if it is desired to maximise the summated harmonic current
permitted to be injected into the network, one of the three proposed allocation
quantities (for instance, harmonic voltage) may appear to be preferable at a particular harmonic frequency. Changing the criterion to maximise the summated
harmonic voltamperes permitted to be injected into the network may make one of
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the other possible allocation quantities (for instance, harmonic current) appear
more attractive.
Further, were the specification of the performance criterion to be immaterial,
different optimum quantities could still be observed at different harmonic orders
or on different transmission networks.
It is logical to relate the allocated emission level to the quantity to be managed. Since allocation is the process by which the planning level at a PCC may
be divided between connected customer installations — at both local and remote
buses — an allocation of harmonic voltage is intrinsically sensible in the absence
of any sound conflicting technical evidence. The remainder of the thesis will
therefore assume that harmonic voltage is the quantity to be allocated, meaning
that (4.5) can be revised as

EU hp = kh Sp1/αh

4.4.3

(4.6)

Selection of allocation coefficient: IEC/TR 61000–3–6 approach [4,87,88]

The allocation policy suggested by IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4, Section 8.2] gives an
hth harmonic voltage emission level EU hp to installation p, in terms of the planning level Lh , as
EU hp =

Lh
01/αh
Sh,tP

· Sp1/αh

(4.7)

0
where Sh,tP
is a measure of the maximum demand voltamperes4 leaving the bus
0
P which forms the PCC for installation p. Calculation of Sh,tP
in a transmission

network involves analysis of the entire network and warrants some explanation;
it is derived from two other sets of parameters: so–called “influence coefficients”
and the power flows out of considered buses on a maximum demand day. Com4

The harmonic subscript h may appear out of place. However, the discussion to follow will
0
demonstrate that Sh,tP
is harmonic-dependent, and so the h subscript is appropriate. The t
subscript can be thought of as representing a total.
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paring (4.7) with (4.6) it can be observed that the allocation coefficient under
the IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] allocation policy is given by

kh =

Lh
01/αh
Sh,tP

(4.8)

IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] defines the influence coefficient kh,mn — a quantity
which is distinct from the allocation coefficient kh which was introduced in (4.5)
— to be the hth harmonic voltage arising at bus m when a 1pu voltage source
(at the hth harmonic) is applied to bus n, in the absence of all other harmonic
sources5 . It is trivial to show that if zh,mn is the mnth element of the hth
harmonic network (bus) impedance matrix Zh then the influence coefficient is
given by
kh,mn =

zh,mn
zh,nn

(4.9)

and so the influence coefficients for an entire transmission network can be found
directly from the network harmonic impedance matrices, which are in turn calculable by inverting the corresponding admittance matrices. The usual need for
a computer programme to calculate the kh,mn is noted [4] without details. A
computer programme for this purpose, amongst others, has been developed as
part of this work and is described in Appendix A.
0 is the sum of the MVA leaving bus n on a maximum deSuppose that Stn

mand day which is not proceeding to another network bus being represented in
the influence coefficient calculation. If an entire transmission network is being
0 remodelled, as suggested in Section 3.3, then in practice the definition of Stn

quires only the sum of load, inter–network transfer and SVC powers at each bus.
It is not made clear in [4] whether the scalar sum should be used or the powers
should be broken into real and reactive parts and added separately; since some
5

The ordering of buses m and n is reversed from that in [4], to facilitate consistency with
impedance matrix subscripts.
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phase and time diversity between connected equipment is likely, the scalar sum
0 established, [4] defines the “corrected total available
is assumed. With the Stn
0
power of the network” Sh,tm
to be

0
Sh,tm
=

X

0
kh,mn Stn

(4.10)

n
0
The frequency dependence of the influence coefficients makes Sh,tm
frequency–
0 are determined solely by connections at
dependent also, even though the Stn

individual buses.
The harmonic voltage emission level for an installation, as per the recommendation in [4], can now be calculated from (4.7) via (4.9) and (4.10). Section 4.4.4
will demonstrate consequences of this calculation procedure. Conversion to current emission levels via
EIhp =

EU hp
|zh,P P |

(4.11)

gives a quantity which is — at least superficially — more directly specific to the
installation.

4.4.4

Application of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] approach [87]

In this section the allocation policy described in Section 4.4.3 is applied to a
simple test network. It will be shown that even in this basic case the policy can
lead to planning levels being exceeded.
Figure 4.5 gives a simple 3–bus test network at both fundamental (Figure 4.5(a)) and harmonic (Figure 4.5(b)) frequencies.

Line and generator

impedances are treated as purely inductive. At harmonic frequencies each load
is modelled as a harmonic current source taking a value equal to the harmonic
current emission level to be allocated. If the allocation policy described in Section 4.4.3 is applied and all loads inject their allocated harmonic currents (given
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will lead to planning levels not being exceeded, the policy requires modification.
That planning levels can be exceeded should be no surprise: there is no condition
in the allocation policy directed explicitly towards this requirement.

4.4.5

Proposed alternative allocation policy

Preventing bus voltages from exceeding planning levels, a key allocation objective noted at Section 4.1, is not straightforward under the method discussed in
Section 4.4.3; no obvious condition can be imposed on the emission levels to
ensure that this is the case. Some revision is therefore necessary.
The simplest way to ensure that bus voltages under full injection conditions
do not exceed planning levels involves relaxing the constraint imposed by (4.8).
Instead, the allocation coefficient kh can be chosen simply to be the largest value
such that under full injection conditions

Vh,m ≤ Lh for every bus m

(4.12)

where Vh,m is the hth harmonic voltage magnitude at bus m derived via the
summation law of (4.2) and the injected emission levels EIhn :
!1/αh
Vh,m =

X

αh

|zh,mn |

αh
EIhn

(4.13)

n

Applying (4.6) and (4.11) reduces (4.13) to

Vh,m =

X zh,mn
zh,nn
n

αh

!1/αh
khαh EUαhhn

(4.14)

In summary, the suggested allocation policy is (4.6) with kh chosen from (4.12)
via (4.14). Similar practical considerations to those of Section 4.3.3 apply in the
calculation of the network harmonic impedances; further discussion is deferred
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to Chapter 5.
The suggested allocation policy meets the four key allocation objectives specified at Section 4.1. Firstly, (4.12) ensures that planning levels — and by implication, compatibility levels — are not exceeded when all consumers inject their
allocated distortion levels. Secondly, by (4.6) customer installations of equal maximum demand, whether connected at the same or different bus, receive identical
emission levels. Thirdly, the same equation requires larger customer installations,
in maximum MVA demand terms, to receive larger emission levels than smaller
installations. Finally, the harmonic absorption capacity of the network is utilised
fully in the sense that at least one bus is pushed as far as its own planning level.
However, it is possible that recasting the allocation as a quadratic optimisation
problem would give better use of this capacity. Such a formulation would relax
the constraint imposed by forcing kh to be a network–wide parameter. This is
an area of possible further study and is beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.5

Chapter summary

This chapter has presented principles on which the setting of planning and emission levels can be determined in a transmission network. A formal allocation
policy has been developed. Peculiarities of real transmission networks have not
been considered in detail; Chapter 5 devotes further attention to the implications
of physical network characteristics on harmonic allocation.
Two items have been identified as requiring further investigation. Practical
and theoretical studies would assist in the setting of exact HV/EHV planning
levels: the trade–off (Section 4.3.2) between the cost of harmonics–related equipment damage and the cost of filters and other mitigation measures is not well
understood. Additionally, recasting allocation as an optimisation problem (Section 4.4.5) may better utilise the harmonic absorption capacity of the network.
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Chapter 5
Modifications to Harmonic Allocation Arising from Practical
Considerations
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5.1

Introduction

Chapter 4 examined principles for setting planning levels and harmonic allocation from a theoretical viewpoint. However, the characteristics of transmission
networks contribute practical complications which are not well addressed by the
theory. This chapter identifies key practical problems which have been experienced in applying the principles described in Chapter 4 to the two Australian
transmission networks, designated Networks A and B, cited in Chapter 3. Solutions to these problems are proposed.
Primary contributions of this chapter are:
1. the identification of power system resonances as a potentially significant
constraint on allocated harmonic emission levels (Section 5.2.2);
2. a proposed method of preventing resonances from yielding unacceptably
small allocated levels (Section 5.2.3);
3. the identification of the time–varying behaviour of transmission networks
as a factor able to significantly affect the allocation process (Section 5.3),
along with provision of a solution (Section 5.4); and
4. the identification of reductions in
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(a) workload, and
(b) volume of potentially confidential network data exchanged

as advantages of the new allocation method (Section 5.5).

Section 5.2 through Section 5.5 is largely material which has been presented
in [88] and has been developed through direct experience in applying the new
methodology to the two real transmission networks described in Chapter 3. Chapter 6 is based on a smaller test system and is reproduced, for the most part
unaltered, from [89, 90]. Publications [88–90] arose as part of this thesis work.
Combined, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 provide a mechanism by which a utility
can determine acceptable harmonic voltage levels on the network and acceptable
harmonic current emission levels for individual customer installations. Simplification of the allocation process through an area–based approach, to be examined
in Chapter 6, will form the final component of the allocation investigation in
this thesis. Once emission levels are determined, the observation that the allocation procedure gives large emission levels to the most heavily loaded bus in the
network can then be used as a reality check.

5.2
5.2.1

Interference between buses [88]
Influence coefficients

Influence coefficients were introduced in Chapter 4 from [4] as a tool in harmonic
voltage allocation. Since each influence coefficient is a measure of the impact
of a harmonic voltage source at one bus upon the harmonic voltage at another,
these coefficients are logical tools with which to consider interference between
customers at different buses.
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5.2.2

Power system resonances

In a distribution network at relatively low–order harmonics, harmonic models
can be constructed to a reasonable level of accuracy. The same is not true of
transmission networks. The equivalent impedances of a long transmission line
can lie in any quadrant of the complex plane [13] and apparently–innocuous
modelling errors can lead to large errors in impedance by moving a large narrow
resonant peak from a non–integer harmonic to an integer harmonic.
Typical transmission networks contain many capacitors and reactors, both in
a physical sense and as modelled equivalents; installed capacitor banks are not the
only equipment appearing capacitive at harmonic frequencies. For large transmission networks such as Networks A and B, connected capacitive equipment,
such as power faction correction capacitor banks and the distributed shunt capacitance associated with transmission lines, can interact with connected inductive
equipment, such as induction motors, transformers, and the series inductance
associated with transmission lines. Such interactions are not confined to network
equipment, but can also include customer installations. Any series or parallel
combination of capacitors and reactors can lead to a resonant condition. Where
resonance occurs at an integer harmonic, an injection of harmonic current or
voltage which would normally be insignificant can lead to excessive current and
voltage, potentially at an unexpected location in the network.
Further, the practice of including detuning or inrush–limiting reactors on
fixed and switched capacitor banks [91], whilst assisting to protect the connected
banks from harmonic problems, can cause unexpected interactions with remote
network elements. Above the resonant frequency, the series combination of the
capacitor bank and the reactor becomes inductive and can trigger an extra resonance, for example where a long transmission line appears capacitive at the
problem frequency. Such complications may not be predicted during the de66

sign phase for the capacitor bank and series reactor, and may disappear entirely
during (for example) light load conditions when the capacitor bank in question
is switched out. Since series reactor data are not typically included with the
computer files containing power flow data, additional effort is required to obtain
series reactor data separately and to ensure that these components are modelled.
With large numbers of capacitor–reactor combinations in a transmission network, predicting resonances accurately is complicated. Unlike typical suburban
overhead distribution networks, in which resonances can often be treated as insignificant at low–order harmonics, transmission networks can exhibit resonances
even as low as the 5th and 7th harmonics. Figure 5.1 demonstrates this effect,
by showing influences calculated from a Bus LL to all other buses in Network
B1 . The data in these graphs were established as part of the formal allocation
procedure described in Chapter 4 and are based on computer calculations rather
than measurement. Only one network operation scenario was considered for these
plots; attention to multiple operating conditions is deferred to Section 5.3. At
both the 5th and 7th harmonics, influence coefficients greater than unity are
seen, implying that harmonic voltage can be amplified from the injection bus to
a remote bus. The effect is particularly noticeable for the 7th harmonic, where
influence coefficients of approximately fourteen are calculated; that is, a 1 pu 7th
harmonic voltage applied at Bus LL can cause a 14 pu 7th harmonic voltage at
remote buses.
The large influence coefficients calculated and displayed in Figure 5.1 should
not, however, be assumed to be precise. Damping resistance can have a substantial effect upon the effective impedance of a capacitor–inductor combination
at or near the resonant frequency. Halpin [92] notes that the large resonances
1

The bus ordering is not significant; it relates to the order in which buses were listed in the
power flow data supplied. Bus names are also not significant, and are selected to prevent
disclosure of confidential utility information.
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calculated by computer programmes are rarely observed in practice, the primary reason being underestimation of damping resistance. In the capacitor bank
detuning reactor example, the capacitance and series inductance are generally
known to a much greater accuracy than any included or inherent resistance, yet
it is the resistance which is the dominant component in the vicinity of resonance.
However, the possibility of large resonances cannot be discounted entirely, owing
to both the difficulties in measurement and the possibility that some capacitance
in the transmission network — of no consequence at the fundamental but critical
at some resonant frequency — may be inadvertently omitted from the model.
Incorrect modelling of the magnitude and frequency of resonant peaks has
the potential to affect the harmonic allocation process considerably. If a large
resonance is predicted from a direct influence coefficient calculation but does not
eventuate in practice then harmonic emission levels for all connected customer
installations will be set much lower than necessary at that frequency. Large compliance costs may be the result for all customers. Conversely, if large resonances
are neglected from calculations but then occur for substantial periods of time,
damage to customer and network equipment may result, leading to large repair
costs. Based on observations [57] and advice from transmission network authorities, it is considered that the majority of resonant peaks will be much more highly
damped than predicted by computer calculations, and that it is acceptably likely
that limiting the effect of resonance on allocated emission levels will not result
in significant damage. Without modelling all resistance in the network precisely
— a virtually impossible task — some form of artificial limiting is thus required.

5.2.3

Capping of influence coefficients

Section 5.2.2 showed that bus–to–bus harmonic amplification can occur and if
over–estimated can have a deleterious effect on allocated emission levels when
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the theoretically–based allocation procedures described in Chapter 4 are followed
without some modification. This section describes a limiting procedure, to be
referred to as “capping”, which has been developed to prevent excessively large
influence coefficients from dominating the allocation.
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] provides a suggested method, the “worst case impedance
curve,” for preventing individual modelled resonances from reducing available allocated emission levels. Application is limited to below 66kV; no extension to
transmission level voltages is given. The topic of resonances has been expanded in
the Australian version [8], which does recognise the necessity of limiting resonance
effects for network impedance calculations. In this latter document, amplification
factors at a single MV bus are hypothesised to generally be limited to between
two and five; guidance is not provided for HV/EHV systems characteristic of
transmission networks.
Based on the limited advice available, it is proposed to conservatively restrict influence coefficients to be below an upper limit of some value kh,max > 1
while preserving relative values. Influence coefficients of unity and below are left
unchanged. Capping of the form

0
kh,mn
=





kh,mn ,


 k
h,max ·

kh,mn
1+kh,mn ,

for

kh,mn ≤ 1

(5.1)

1 < kh,mn ,

0
where kh,mn and kh,mn
are the raw and capped influence coefficients respectively,

is thus suggested. This recommendation has been presented to industry via a
CIGRÉ2 Session paper [88] and drew no adverse comment from reviewers or
Session participants. Consistent with the MV case, values for kh,max in the
vicinity of two to five have been suggested; experimental investigation would
be required in order to assess the most suitable value. The proposed capping
2

Conseil International des Grand Reseaux Electrique — International Council on Large Electric Systems.
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tus. Variations are both short– and long–term, as evidenced by daily load curves
and annual load growth forecasts respectively. Significant differences in the network state can be expected between light and peak load conditions, between
summer and winter, and to account for load growth over periods of years and
longer.
The concept of an equilibrium point is therefore not applicable in a transmission network. However, by only considering one set of network data in a harmonic
allocation, an equilibrium point is assumed. The validity of this assumption is
questionable. Figure 5.3 gives the upper and lower magnitude (Figure 5.3(a))
and phase (Figure 5.3(b)) of the calculated network harmonic impedance at a
Bus FF in Network A, for over 11 different summer and winter peak load projections. Even as low as the 5th harmonic, these 11 cases exhibit a full order of
magnitude variation between the maximum and minimum network impedance
magnitudes calculated at the bus. Similar results can be expected for influence
coefficients. Additionally, the phase angle of the impedance is virtually impossible to predict, in contrast to the situation in a distribution system at low–order
harmonic frequencies. Considering only a single operating case for an allocation
is thus difficult to justify.
The simplest solution is to examine as many different operating conditions as
possible. The limiting factor in this work was the availability of data; that may
or may not be the case in other studies. Combining the different studies into a
single allocation coefficient at each harmonic can be done in many different ways.
This work used a direct average over all cases; when certain operating conditions
are known to occur more regularly than others then weighted averaging may be
more appropriate. Utilities may also wish to consider limiting the time period
for which customer connection agreements are valid: the network can change
substantially and unpredictably over the lifetime of a customer installation. For
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example, emission levels calculated to be acceptable at the time of connection
based upon a ten–year prediction may become unacceptable twenty years after
connection. By requiring emission levels to be recalculated after some period of
operation the utility avoids an unnecessary restriction of emission levels to be
allocated to future installations.

5.4

Determination of harmonic current allocation via standardised
network impedance [88]

Chapter 4 demonstrated a method of calculating harmonic voltage emission levels. IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4] notes that provision of current levels to the customer
may be more appropriate. Conversion of a harmonic voltage emission level to a
current requires knowledge of the network harmonic impedance. If the allocation
is to be carried out for many customers then measurement at every bus may be
an unacceptable burden and so calculation based on network parameters is necessary. Both methods are discussed in [53], which warns that network harmonic
impedance determination in HV and EHV networks is extremely complex.
Figure 5.3 exhibits considerable variation in network impedance at a single
bus as operating conditions change. This is problematic in that conversion from
an allocated harmonic voltage emission level to a current requires an impedance;
Figure 5.3 suggests that choosing an impedance value may involve some effort.
What is required is some sort of approximation which does not unduly restrict
harmonic current emission levels but will not lead to excessive harmonic voltages
on the network. To be conservative, an approximation to the maxima is desired.
Examination of the data in Figure 5.3 suggests that a linear ramp up to the 20th
harmonic followed by a flat characteristic is a reasonable approximation to the
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maxima for this bus. A standardised harmonic impedance of

Zh,P,std =



 2 · h · FL−1
P ,

 2 · 20 · FL−1 ,
P

for

1 < h ≤ 20
(5.2)
20 < h,

is proposed as a substitute for precise knowledge of the network impedance; FLP
is the network fundamental fault level at bus P . With Zh,P,std calculated, harmonic current emission level EIhi for installation p connected at bus P from the
harmonic voltage emission level EU hp can be obtained via (4.11). It should be
noted that, like the emission levels EU hp and EIhp the standardised harmonic
impedance Zh,P,std is a scalar, preserving the concept of an allocated emission
level as a statistical measure rather than a direct circuit quantity. This is advantageous given the considerable phase angle variation exhibited in the impedance
plot of Figure 5.3: at some frequencies the possible range of phase angles lies in
a band of more than 100 degrees. Any impedance calculation requiring precise
knowledge of the network impedance phase angle at a bus is thus unlikely to be
reliable.
The standardised impedance calculated from (5.2) is superimposed on the
Bus FF impedance magnitude plot of Figure 5.3(a), forming the impedance magnitude plot of Figure 5.4(b); the phase angle plot from Figure 5.3(b) is repeated
as Figure 5.4(b). For most frequencies on the plot, the standardised harmonic
impedance is a reasonable approximation to the calculated maxima. To verify
that the standardised impedance of (5.2) is acceptable for more general use, similar plots to those of Figure 5.4 are given for two other buses on Network A.
Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6 give the calculated impedance ranges and standardised network impedances for Buses GG and HH respectively. In both cases the
approximation tracks an upper envelope of the maxima reasonably closely and
thus will yield harmonic current emission levels which are conservative at most
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harmonic orders.
The problem of devising a precise measure for the fundamental fault level
remains. Whilst the fault level is typically a relatively stable network parameter,
variations of 5:1 at a single bus under normal operating conditions are realistically possible [93]. Under such circumstances the utility will apply knowledge of
the most likely operating conditions and exercise engineering judgment accordingly. The maximum calculated system impedance, and therefore the minimum
calculated fault level, was used for Figure 5.4 through Figure 5.6, but other measures are possible, including the use of published network data such as is given
by [93].

5.5

Data flow requirements

From a customer perspective, the allocation procedure suggested by [4, 8] suffers from a major drawback: to calculate its own allocated emission levels, the
customer requires a model of the entire transmission network. For a potential
customer merely desiring to calculate its own allocated emission levels prior to
applying for permission to connect to the network, this represents a considerable
imposition; it is unlikely that any significant number of customers will have the
necessary resources to justify such calculations. Furthermore, in Australia much
utility data is confidential; utilities are reluctant to provide network parameters
to specific customers or the public domain.
The allocation method proposed in Chapter 4 and modified earlier in this
chapter overcomes this problem. By calculating emission levels from (4.6) and
(4.11), the customer is able to calculate emission levels without requiring a detailed model of the network. The utility need only provide values for kh and the
standardised network harmonic impedances3 . The ability to keep network data
3

An exception occurs when the customer is unable to meet the allocated emission levels
and requires a harmonic filter bank; in this instance detailed harmonic analysis of various
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within the utility represents a substantial advantage of the proposed allocation
methodology over the existing techniques described in [4, 8].

5.6

Chapter summary

Harmonic allocation has moved from the theoretical basis presented in Chapter 4
to include practical application experience. Techniques are suited to Australian
transmission networks; different methodologies may be more satisfactory in other
parts of the world.
The harmonic allocation procedure, as revised by the material in Section 5.2.2
through Section 5.5, can be summarised as:
1. Establish network cases to be examined and if necessary determine relative
weightings.
2. For each case at each harmonic h, calculate bus admittance matrix and
subsequently all influence coefficients as per (4.9).
3. Cap all influence coefficients using either (5.1) or a utility–specific method.
4. For each case at each harmonic h, calculate the allocation coefficient kh as
per Section 4.4.5.
5. Average the allocation coefficients over all cases at each harmonic. Apply
different weightings to different cases if relative frequencies of occurrence
are known.

operating conditions is unavoidable.
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Chapter 6
Area–based Allocation [89, 90]
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Introduction

Carrying out a harmonic allocation to a customer installation in a transmission
system using the methods described in Chapters 4 and 5 ideally requires detailed
knowledge of the location and magnitude of every installation, including those
yet to be connected within the timeframe for which load forecasts are available
and realistic. Given that the size of the load at a bus in a transmission system
could conceivably be from zero up to around thirty percent of the fault level,
such knowledge is unlikely to be available with any degree of certainty. This
chapter proposes an allocation method which reduces the effect of load uncertainty, by allocating harmonic emission levels to areas comprising buses which
are electrically close. The method may be appropriate for providing an increased
harmonic allocation under Stage 3 of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 [4]. Possible techniques
are demonstrated using a simple test network, separate from Networks A and B
which have been used in developing the allocation work of Chapters 4 and 5.
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6.2

Motivation

Methods of harmonic allocation described thus far rely heavily on loads and network equipment being accurately modelled. Such accurate modelling, however, is
rarely possible, as network configurations and parameters are continually changing. Furthermore, in contrast to a distribution system which may reach finite
limits, a transmission network undergoes modification throughout its lifetime and
thus does not tend towards a steady state. A particular problem is faced when
modelling projected customer installation behaviour: a customer may at some
future time wish to connect a large installation to a bus which is currently not
loaded. Thus some provision for potential future load must be made when carrying out a harmonic allocation. Given the substantial uncertainty associated with
the location and quantity of future load, allocation of harmonics to individual
buses — as required under [8] — may be too inflexible to cope with uncertainty;
this section and Section 6.3 provide further evidence supporting this position.
This chapter explores the concept of area–based allocation, whereby the buses
in a transmission network are grouped into electrically close areas. Instead of
harmonic voltage being allocated to individual buses, it is allocated to a group
of buses in one of the defined areas. Section 6.4 provides a method of identifying particular areas within a network, while Section 6.5 describes a method of
carrying out an area–based allocation.
To develop results, a simple 230/115kV test network has been modelled. The
test network, shown in Figure 6.1, is based on the benchmark 14-bus balanced
transmission system proposed by [86]. A purely inductive network model has
been implemented; for clarity, capacitive and resistive elements have been discarded at this stage. Network parameters are given in Appendix C. The locations
and capacities of generating units have been assumed to be fixed.

The test

network is used as a case study in Section 6.6 to demonstrate the feasibility of
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be utilised more efficiently. Transfers would be much more easily accomplished
within discrete areas.
Thirdly, it is reasonable to expect that the precision of a harmonic allocation should be directly related to the precision of data available with which to
carry out the allocation. The parameters and configuration of the network can
vary substantially as operating conditions (such as generator unit commitment)
change, implying that the emission level calculated for any particular customer
should not be tightly specified.
Finally, in the case of very large loads, where a customer is fed by multiple
separate supplies from nearby buses in an arrangement such as that given in
Figure 6.2, it is reasonable that the allocation ought not distinguish between the
supplies. Present allocation methods would require a separate set of allocated
current emission levels, which could conceivably be substantially different, to be
issued for each supply feeder. An area–based method would eliminate any such
distinction, by hiding any difference in network impedance seen by the separate
supplies.

6.3

Problems with bus-by-bus allocation

6.3.1

Determination of default bus loading

Figure 6.3 is a histogram showing loadings at different buses, relative to the fault
level at each bus, modelled with data from two separate Australian transmission
networks.
Whilst the vast majority of buses are not loaded at all, several others are
loaded up to around one quarter or one third of the fault level. Table 6.1 gives
key summary statistics from the Figure 6.3 data.
As Table 6.1 indicates, prediction of the future loading at any particular
bus in a transmission network is virtually impossible. Substantial variations in
85
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Figure 6.2: Customer installation fed by supplies from two different transmission
network buses
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far too much allocation to small or potentially zero loads. Also unsuitable is the
median: the median load relative to fault level is zero for the buses in Figure 6.3.
This implies that the mean is also likely to be an unreliable estimate, as it will
be influenced substantially by a small number of very large loads.
For the purposes of this exercise, as a reasonable compromise the 90th percentile load, relative to the fault level, is chosen to be the estimated future load
at any bus on the network, except at buses which are already loaded beyond this
value; such bus loadings remain unchanged. From the data in Figure 6.3, the
90th percentile is a loading of 5.3% of the fault level.

6.3.2

Impact of allocation

Suppose that the default 5.3% loading is extrapolated to the test network described in Section 6.2. Allocating harmonics to all buses using the techniques
given in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 then entitles the future load at bus 1 to a
greater harmonic voltage emission level (0.95% at the 5th harmonic) than the
existing load1 at bus 3 (0.93%). Furthermore, the permitted contribution by the
future load at bus 1 to the harmonic voltage at bus 3 is as high as 75% of the
harmonic voltage allocated to the existing large load at bus 3. This situation is
not an appropriate allocation, given that bus 3 is by far the most heavily-loaded
bus on the network, whilst bus 1 is presently unloaded. The anomaly arises because of a much larger fault level at bus 1 than at bus 3, meaning that the future
allocated load at bus 1 can be quite high.
The division of the network into areas will facilitate compromise between
the unnecessarily small allocation derived when allocating bus by bus and the
impracticality of allocating to a single equivalent summated load for the entire
network.
1

As specified in Table C.3 within Appendix C.
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6.4

A possible area identification method

6.4.1

Area definition

This section demonstrates, via mathematics, the meaning of an area.
Suppose buses m and n both lie in area A and that a harmonic current
I(h) is injected into the network at bus m. Then the harmonic voltage Vx,m (h)
developed at any bus x should be within a specified tolerance of the harmonic
voltage Vx,n (h) which would have arisen had the injection I(h) been at bus n
instead. That is,
|zxm (h) − zxn (h)| ≤ dapp

(6.1)

where zij (h) is the ijth element of the network impedance matrix Zh at the hth
harmonic and dapp is a small tolerance which is not necessarily known a priori.
Then, when attempting to group two buses into a single area, the objective
should be to minimise, in some sense, |zxm (h)−zxn (h)|, in order that there should
be little distinction between injecting harmonic current at bus m and injecting
at bus n.
There is a trade-off between the number of areas na into which the network
is to be grouped and the degree to which buses can be assumed to lie within
the same area, indicated by dapp . Specification of a formal algorithm for area
identification without at least an estimate of either na or dapp is not possible.
Since there are no strong arguments to specify na , it is proposed that na would
be of the order of the square root of the number of buses in the network.

6.4.2

Mapping of buses into areas

There are many possible calculation methods to find area boundaries.

The

method given in this section is just one solution. The basis behind this method
is a search for small impedances between buses, working at one harmonic at a
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time.
Let nb be the number of buses in the transmission network.
Firstly, the nb × nb network harmonic impedance matrix Z(h) is to be found.
Then, equation (6.1) can be used to identify an nb × nb test matrix T , with
individual elements

tmn = E

(zxm (h) − zxn (h))2
|zxm (h) · zxn (h)|


(6.2)

where E(·) is the expected value operator, for indices x from 1 to nb . Division
by |zxm (h) · zxn (h)| in equation (6.2) is to ensure that each pair of buses under
consideration is weighted equally.
An initial estimate of the maximum acceptable tolerance d between intra-area
buses must be made. In the present case, 10% was selected as appropriate. That
is, if tmn is no more than (initially) 10% then m and n are assumed to lie within
the same area. A bus-matching matrix A can be constructed, with elements amn
defined as
amn =



 1, if tmn ≤ d

(6.3)


 0, otherwise
The condition amn = 1 implies that m and n lie within the same area.
If d has been chosen to be large enough to identify multiple buses within a
single area, then A will be singular and of rank na < nb , where na is the initial
estimate of the number of areas in the network (otherwise, A would simply be the
nb × nb identity matrix). If insufficient areas are identified, then the process can
be repeated with an increased value of d and vice versa, until both the number
of identified areas and the tolerance are within acceptable boundaries.
When an acceptable A has been arrived at and na has been updated accordingly, A can be converted into reduced row echelon form in order to remove
redundancy. The first na rows of the reduced row echelon form are to be retained as the area mapping matrix A0 ; remaining rows are all zeros and can be
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discarded. The rows of A0 are a representation of the buses making up each area,
that is, A0 maps areas to bus numbers and is of size na × nb .
It remains to develop a many-to-one map to relate each bus number to the
area in which it is located. Assuming that areas are numbered sequentially from
1 to na , such a mapping can be found by
C = B · A0

tr

(6.4)

where



B=

1 2 . . . na

(6.5)

and tr denotes the matrix transpose operator. If different area designations are
desired, an alternative vector B can be chosen, provided that every element is
unique. The ith element of nb –length vector C is the area in which bus i has
been determined to lie.

6.5

Harmonic allocation to identified areas

6.5.1

Calculation of area loadings

Once the areas within a transmission network have been established, allocation
cannot proceed until an expected loading is determined for each area.
The most straightforward solution is to simply add up the projected loads
— determined as per Section 6.3.1 — at all buses within the area. Whilst this
method is easy to apply, it eliminates many of the benefits of the area–based
approach to allocation and is therefore discarded.
Noting, however, that the 90th percentile load — that is, the value of load S
such that the probability of the total actual load being no more than S is 90%
— was chosen at each bus, it seems reasonable to choose a 90th percentile load
at each area as well. This can be accomplished by numerical means once the
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the number of buses within each area increases the benefit gained through the
area–based approach. However, too much of an increase will yield a less reliable
allocation since harmonic voltage predictions become less accurate.

6.5.2

Allocation to areas

In order to perform a harmonic allocation using the area–based method, areas
must be first identified, using the method described in Section 6.4 or an alternative procedure. Within each area, modelling of all transmission lines and other
series elements is suppressed.
Noting that generators can be modelled as passive shunt elements at harmonic
frequencies [13], passive shunt elements within an area should be combined into
a single equivalent element. Present investigations have been confined to purely
inductive network representations; complications may arise when shunt capacitances are considered.

6.6

Application of method to a sample network

This section describes the implementation of area–based allocation on the simple
test network shown in Figure 6.1. Investigation is confined to the 5th harmonic
but can be easily extended to other frequencies.
Application of the technique described in Section 6.4.2 yields the areas shown
in Figure 6.4.
These areas were identified using a cutoff of d = 10%, giving
√
√
4 ≈ nb = 13 areas. With this cutoff, areas were derived via the bus-matching
matrix A and the area mapping matrix A0 , shown graphically in Figure 6.5(a)
and Figure 6.5(b) respectively.
Many possible methods of calculating the effective load within an area exist.
The method described here is one possibility, and is similar to the experiment
carried out at Section 6.5.1. For each bus, 1000 random samples were created on
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utilised. Further examination of the area–based concept, especially in terms of
optimum bus–to–area assignments and modelling of long transmission lines, is
necessary to enable future development in this field.
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7.1

Introduction

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have addressed the allocation of harmonic emission levels to
customers, in order to restrict harmonic voltages at network buses to acceptable
levels. Having undertaken the allocation, the utility remains faced with the
difficulty of verifying which individual customer installations comply with the
set emission levels. Methods for reconciling practical measurement data with the
allocated emission levels are investigated in this chapter.
The detection of compliance of an installation with its allocated emission levels is not an area which has been addressed extensively in the literature, although
related topics such as dominant source detection have received considerable interest. Nowhere has it been set down clearly just which quantities should be
compared with each other in order to reach a decision on whether or not an
installation is compliant. Section 7.2 examines the meaning of compliance assessment and specifies desirable properties of any satisfactory compliance test.
Attention is given to the compliance status of only the installation and not the
network. Where harmonic problems exist at a PCC — evidenced by harmonic
voltages in excess of the planning level — and all customers are compliant with
their allocated emission levels, the responsibility for correcting the problem must
by default fall upon the network1 .
1

It is conceivable that the utility may then seek and find a non–compliant customer at another
bus, so in a sense “network” can be interpreted as all connected equipment on the utility side
of the PCC.
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It is tempting to assume that compliance of an installation can be assessed
simply by directly comparing the current flowing from the installation to the
network with the allocated current emission level. Section 7.2 will show that
such an assumption is unsatisfactory, by demonstrating that the harmonic current
measured between customer installation and network will always depend upon
conditions on both sides of the measurement.
Section 7.5 proposes a compliance verification method which takes into account variations in network behaviour. The method is applied to a theoretical
system; further work (outside the scope of this thesis) would be required to test
this proposal on real data.
Key contributions made by this chapter are:

• specification of requirements of a test for compliance (Section 7.2);

• argument demonstrating that the current measured at the PCC is fundamentally unsuitable for comparison with allocated harmonic current emission level as a compliance test (Section 7.3);

• demonstration of the unsuitability of potential new compliance tests (Section 7.4); and

• the proposed new compliance assessment test (Section 7.5) which is based
upon assessment of Norton–equivalent circuit parameters for the customer
installation from PCC measurement data.

Section 7.6 gives an example of the application of the proposed compliance test
using synthetic data.
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7.2

The compliance problem

7.2.1

Purpose and objectives of compliance testing

To assess compliance of a customer installation, the utility must determine whether
some measured quantity, either raw or processed, lies outside a set of acceptable
values. A procedure for making this determination requires both that the measured quantity be clearly defined and that the allocation process be able to yield
the set of acceptable values.
Figure 7.1 provides equivalent circuit models for both allocation (in Figure 7.1(a)) and compliance assessment (Figure 7.1(b)). At first glance the compliance problem appears straightforward: for installation p, compare the harmonic current |IP CCp | flowing from the customer installation through the PCC
with the harmonic current EIhp which was allocated. Section 7.3 will show in
detail that this approach is unsatisfactory; for now, an examination of the two
plant models in Figure 7.1 serves to demonstrate at least that some consideration
is required before blind application of such an approach. Figure 7.1(a) reiterates
that individual installations were modelled purely as harmonic current sources
in the allocation work of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5; the rationale was given in
Section 3.3.5. In contrast, Figure 7.1(b) implies the modelling of an installation with a full Norton equivalent circuit for assessment purposes, as noted in
Section 3.4. Comparing Figure 7.1(a) with Figure 7.1(b), it is apparent that in
general the allocated harmonic current EIhp will not be equal to the magnitude
of the plant–side Norton–equivalent current source Icp for installation p and so a
suitable method of compliance assessment is required. The shunt admittances Yc
included in Figure 7.1(b) but not Figure 7.1(a) represent passive shunt equipment
forming part of the customer installations.
The need to specifically assess compliance, rather than simply identify the
contribution made by an installation to a PCC quantity, was examined by Sta103
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Figure 7.1: Comparison of equivalent circuits for allocation and assessment purposes
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pleton and Bones [7]. However, the proposed technique was based on harmonic
power flow direction method which has since been shown to be flawed [62, 67].
Compliance assessment is therefore by no means a solved problem.
Many other authors have investigated methods of separating network– and
plant–side contributions to harmonic distortion at the PCC, as was noted in
Section 2.4.3. Section 7.3 demonstrates that the two contributions cannot be
isolated from each other. Even if this were not the case, no method has been
established by which compliance assessment could be carried out from the isolated
contributions. Further, from the utility point of view, some sense of the plant–
side contribution to PCC distortion is not necessarily strictly relevant; rather,
all that is required is a method of determining whether or not the installation is
behaving as agreed.
Similarly, Section 2.4.3 indicated that the problem of dominant harmonic
source identification has been examined extensively in the literature; a solution
which appears promising has been found [63]. However, this again is of value
to the utility only insofar as it can be extrapolated to the immediately useful
problem of whether or not an installation is violating its allocation.

7.2.2

Key assumptions

The existing literature on compliance assessment and related topics (Section 2.4)
assumes that harmonic voltage and current measurements are available at the
PCC and nowhere else. This assumption is maintained throughout this chapter. Instrumentation is assumed to comply with the relevant IEC standard,
IEC 61000–4–30.2003 [94]. It is further assumed that captured measurements
can be accepted as sufficiently accurate from which to draw conclusions on compliance2 .
2

Particularly with harmonic voltage measurements, such an assumption is dubious: voltage
transducers appear to be suspect above even the 5th harmonic for EHV measurements and
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The nonlinear summation law identified in Section 2.3.2 and used throughout
Chapter 4 is ignored here. In the harmonic allocation methodology identified in
Chapter 4, this law was required in order to account for the effects of combining
statistical 95% quantities in the absence of a priori knowledge of phase and
time diversity between those quantities. For compliance assessment based upon
measurements, instantaneous circuit quantities can be employed and so the loss of
information implicit in the use of statistical 95% measures need not be incurred.

7.2.3

Essential requirements of compliance test

As was noted in Section 2.4, harmonic compliance testing has received little
attention. Since there is no value in identifying compliance tests without criteria
for separating acceptable tests from the unacceptable, this section proposes a set
of four criteria which a satisfactory compliance test should meet. The criteria
are justified through argument rather than any formal mathematical proof and
are not developed within the existing literature.

1. Any compliance test adopted ought to relate in some way to the allocated
quantity. Allocated harmonic emission levels are meaningful and useful
only if such levels can be linked to a test of compliance. Tests which do
not make this connection are not examined as possibilities. Ideally the test
would be able to make a direct comparison between instrumented data and
a prescribed emission level; it will be demonstrated in Section 7.3 that no
such test exists.
2. An acceptable compliance test requires some independence between the network and customer sides of the PCC: a change in operating conditions only
on the network side should not change the customer status from compliant
the 10th harmonic at HV [43]; recent advances in capacitive voltage transformers may assist
in alleviating this problem [66].
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to non–compliant or vice versa. It is reasonable to expect that any test
should allow for time variation in either or both the network and customer
installation.
3. The design of the compliance test ought not to preclude corrective action
from being taken when an installation is found to fail to comply with its
allocation. That is, a non–compliant installation should be able to take
action which enables compliance to be achieved. Without this possibility,
the utility would be faced with allowing the non–compliant installation to
remain on the network or requiring that it be permanently disconnected;
neither is likely to be satisfactory. Corrective action in many instances
involves installation of harmonic filters. Without this criterion, harmonic
filter installation ceases to serve any harmonic–reducing purpose.
4. The compliance test should not promote behaviour likely to cause damage
to either the network or the customer installation. The design of the test
should not encourage customers to connect equipment which is deemed
satisfactory but which leads to excessive harmonic voltages or currents on
the network or at the PCC.
Much of the existing literature is based on a single measurement of voltage
and a single measurement of current at the PCC. Whilst this criterion might
under some circumstances be desirable in a test of compliance assessment, it is
not essential. As was noted in Section 2.4.2, the IEC guide [4] casts allocation in
terms of 3–second and 10–minute quantities rather than strictly instantaneous
values. Since compliance tests should reflect the circumstances under which
the allocation is made, forcing compliance tests to be undertaken on a single
instantaneous measurement would impose an unnecessary constraint. Further,
the additional measurement burden in logging multiple measurements rather than
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only one number is unlikely to be onerous relative to the effort involved in setting
up the requisite field tests.

7.3

Direct comparisons between measured and allocated quantities

7.3.1

Current–based methods requiring identification of harmonic equivalent circuit

Figure 7.2 gives the Norton–equivalent circuit at the hth harmonic for a customer
installation i connected at a PCC. Suppose that the Norton parameters Iˆc and Yˆc
can be identified for the installation; a process for carrying out this identification
is given in Section 7.5.23 . Suppose also that the voltage and current emission
levels allocated to the customer installation are EU hi and EIhi respectively. Many
possible quantities could be compared with EU hi or EIhi to verify the compliance
of the installation. It will be shown in this section that the most intuitively
appealing of these are unsatisfactory.
A direct comparison between the measured PCC current magnitude |IP CC |
and the allocated current EIhi does not yield suitable results. The measured
current is a function not just of the plant state but also of the network; under
some circumstances the measured current may be a more accurate reflection of
conditions in the network than in the plant. The simple test case of Figure 7.3
can be used to illustrate this point. Suppose that the plant has been allocated
a voltage emission level of EU hi = 0.01pu and that the network hth harmonic
reference impedance, as per Section 5.4, is Zs,ref = 0.1pu (inductive), giving an
allowable hth harmonic current emission level of EIhi = 0.1pu. If the network hth
harmonic voltage source Vs were set to zero then the PCC current IP CC would
be equal to the allocated current EIhi , and so the plant would be deemed to
3

It may be more appropriate that several such equivalent circuits be determined over the
period of interest, but for now a single set of parameters will suffice to develop the necessary
theory.
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Figure 7.2: Norton–equivalent circuit parameters assessed for customer installation from measurement data
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Figure 7.3: Simple test case to illustrate failure of direct comparison between
measured and allocated currents
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Allocation

System parameters

Compliance test

EIhi

Ic

Yc

Zs

Vs

|IP CC |

State

0.1

0.2∠0◦

−j10

j0.1

0.02∠−90◦

0.2 > EIhi

Fail

0

0.1 = EIhi

Pass

Table 7.1: Test results demonstrating that network voltage source Vs magnitude
changes can alter plant compliance when plant does not change (all values in pu)

Allocation

System parameters

EIhi

Ic

0.1

0.2∠0◦

Yc
−j10

Compliance test

Zs

Vs

IP CC

State

j0.1

0.02∠−90◦

0.2 > EIhi

Fail

0.02∠+90◦

0.067 = EIhi

Pass

Table 7.2: Test results demonstrating that network voltage source Vs phase angle
changes can alter plant compliance when plant does not change (all values in pu)

comply with the allocation. If, however, the network voltage source were instead
0.02pu, lagging the assessed plant current source Ic by 90 degrees, the PCC
current IP CC would increase to 0.2pu, causing the allocated emission level to
be exceeded even in the presence of zero voltage — which is considerably below
the planning level — at the PCC. These results are summarised in Table 7.1,
and demonstrate that a direct comparison between the measured and allocated
currents is not appropriate: criterion 2 in Section 7.2.3 is violated. Rather, an
indirect approach is required.
Similarly, a change in the phase relationship between the two harmonic source
models can move a plant between compliance and non–compliance. Test results
in Table 7.2 demonstrate that, for the test case of Figure 7.3, |IP CC | can move
from an unacceptable value of 0.2pu to an acceptable value of 0.067pu simply
by changing the phase of the equivalent network voltage source from −90◦ to
+90◦ . This effect occurs at the same time as the PCC voltage moves in the
opposite direction: from an acceptable value of zero to an unacceptable value of
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(a) IP CC ≤ EIhi condition holds

(b) IP CC ≤ EIhi condition fails

Figure 7.4: Phasor diagrams demonstrating that the condition IP CC ≤ EIhi
can change depending on network variation when the plant parameters remain
constant, making the condition unsuitable as a test for compliance with harmonic
allocation

2.7pu. As was noted in criterion 2 in Section 7.2.3, any compliance assessment
technique where a change in the network can push the customer plant across the
compliance boundary is unfair to the customer and must be rejected.
The phasor diagrams of Figure 7.4 are based on the derivation of the PCC
current from a network–plant interface such as that in Figure 3.3:

IP CC = Ic − VP CC Yc

(7.1)

Figure 7.4 demonstrates more formally the unacceptability of the test |IP CC | ≤
EIhi as an indicator of compliance. If the test |IP CC | ≤ EIhi were to be suitable,
then under criterion 2 in Section 7.2.3, a change in network conditions alone
would not be able to move the IP CC phasor from one side of the semicircle of
radius EIhi to the other. If Ic and Yc are both fixed, and |VP CC | ≤ Lh , then
the PCC current IP CC can lie anywhere in the region bounded by the largest
circle of radius |VP CC Yc | centred on Ic . In Figure 7.4(a) the phase angles ensure
that the condition |IP CC | ≤ EIhi is met. A simple change in the phase angle of
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VP CC Yc , however, yields Figure 7.4(b) in which the condition fails; with both Yc
and Ic held constant the change in ∠VP CC Yc can be made through a change in
the network parameters only. The only way to guarantee |IP CC | ≤ EIhi would
be to choose Yc such that |Ic + Lh Yc ∠θ| ≤ EIhi holds for any angle θ. This is the
harmonic filter design problem recast: the purpose of a harmonic filter bank is
to correct compliance problems. But Figure 7.4 demonstrates that any resulting
increase in |Yc | — expected when a filter is installed — will move |IP CC | further
from EIhi at some phase angles, actually making the installation less compliant
under this definition. To summarise, there is no possible choice of harmonic filter
which will give a Yc which ensures that the criterion |IP CC | ≤ EIhi can be met,
and so this criterion is unsuitable as a compliance test.

7.3.2

Direct voltage comparisons

It is possible to compare the measured PCC voltage VP CC with either of two immediately available voltages: the planning level Lh at the PCC and the harmonic
voltage EU hi allocated to the installation under study. By reasoning analogous
to that of Section 7.3.1, neither of these comparisons is suitable as a compliance
test. The second compliance test requirement in Section 7.2.3, specifying that
network variations should not be able to alter the compliance status, is violated.
The unsuitability of a direct voltage test can be shown mathematically with
reference to Figure 7.3, using generic parameters rather than the specific values
shown. Superposition gives:

VP CC

=
=

Yc−1
Zs Yc−1
·
V
+
· Ic
s
Zs + Yc−1
Zs + Yc−1
Yc−1
· (Vs + Zs Ic )
Zs + Yc−1

(7.2)

(7.2) shows that the voltage at the PCC cannot be made independent of the net112

work conditions when the network– and plant–side parameters are independent
of each other4 — that is, criterion 2 in Section 7.2.3 is violated. Responsibility can only be apportioned when independent contributions to VP CC from the
network and plant sides can be identified. If VP CC could be split into one term
dominated by only network parameters and a second by only installation parameters then such independent contributions would be clear. However, (7.2)
demonstrates that this is not possible.

7.4

Comparisons between allocated emission levels and assessed plant–
side parameters

7.4.1

Motivation and basis

Section 7.3 demonstrated that direct comparisons between PCC current or voltage measurements and pre–defined limits are unsatisfactory and violate compliance test requirements identified in Section 7.2.3. An indirect approach is
therefore necessary. A logical next step is to compare current and voltage measurements at the PCC with the harmonic source (in either Norton– or Thévenin–
equivalent form) on the plant side of the PCC. Such an approach requires the
availability of estimates Iˆc and Yˆc of the plant–side Norton–equivalent circuit
parameters; a practical method of obtaining such estimates is given in Section 7.5.2. Current– and voltage–based techniques are shown, in Section 7.4.2
and Section 7.4.3 respectively, to be unsatisfactory also.

7.4.2

Current–based techniques

With the current–based test IP CC ≤ EIhi rejected, the next option might be
to compare the assessed plant–side Norton current source magnitude Iˆc with
4

Whilst the assumption that the two sides are independent is not strictly valid, it is considered that the physical conditions influencing the parameters are sufficiently variable for the
assumption to be a satisfactory approximation under most circumstances.
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the allocated current EIhi , with the plant to be deemed compliant if and only if
Iˆc ≤ EIhi .
In this instance the third compliance test criterion of Section 7.2.3 is violated.
Harmonic filter banks are passive devices. When reducing an installation to a
Norton–equivalent circuit, it is reasonable to expect that the bulk of any harmonic
filter banks will appear within the assessed passive shunt component Yˆc rather
than the harmonic source Iˆc . Installing filtering in an attempt to compensate for
a high Iˆc will alter the terminal conditions but not Iˆc itself. Thus a test based
solely on Iˆc does not permit harmonic filtering to correct non–compliance and
is unacceptable under criterion 3 of Section 7.2.3.

7.4.3

Voltage–based techniques

Suppose that the Norton equivalent circuit of the customer installation can be
identified and then converted to the Thévenin–equivalent given in Figure 7.5, in
−1
which Ẑc = Yˆc and

Vˆc = Ẑc Iˆc

(7.3)

Physically, Vˆc represents the pseudo–open–circuit harmonic voltage, which would
be seen at the PCC were the harmonic properties of the entire network to be of no
effect. In contrast to the test described in Section 7.4.2, the third criterion cannot
satisfactorily be used as an argument against comparing Vˆc against the allocated
voltage EU hi or the planning level Lh to test compliance, since Vˆc changes with
Ẑc .
Suppose instead that Ẑc can be made small enough to be approximately zero
— that is, the plant shunt path Yˆc is a good approximation to a short circuit
at the harmonic frequency of interest. Under this condition Vˆc is automatically
zero, so the installation can safely be assumed to be compliant under a test
comparing Vˆc with either EU hi or Lh . However, a small harmonic voltage in the
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Figure 7.5: Thévenin–equivalent circuit parameters assessed for customer installation from Norton–equivalent parameters of Figure 7.2

network will now cause a very large harmonic current to flow through the PCC,
potentially damaging the plant and/or the network. Thus the fourth criterion of
Section 7.2.3 is violated, making Vˆc an unacceptable quantity on which to base
a compliance test.

7.5
7.5.1

Proposed compliance assessment method
Basis

Direct techniques were shown in Section 7.3 to be unsuitable for compliance
assessment; the same was shown in Section 7.4 to be true of simple possible
indirect tests. This section presents a new proposal for a compliance assessment
test requiring estimates of the plant–side harmonic Norton–equivalent circuit.
The proposal stands on a strictly theoretical basis; verification of the suitability
of this test with utilities will require substantial field testing. It will be shown
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that the criteria set down in Section 7.2.3 for satisfactory compliance tests are
satisfied by the proposal.
Suppose again that the plant–side harmonic Norton–equivalent parameters
Iˆc and Yˆc are able to be estimated; the practicalities of obtaining these estimates
will be examined in Section 7.5.2. Without these estimates the method cannot be
executed. A comparison between the allocated current and some representation
of the PCC current makes intrinsic sense, but Section 7.3 demonstrated that
the PCC current itself is not a suitable measure due to variation in network
impedance Zs . However, if Zs could be treated as fixed at a value Zs,ref then
the PCC current attributable to only the plant–side source would become, by
current division,
(c)

IP CC = Iˆc

1
1 + Yˆc Zs,ref

(7.4)

(c)

and so IP CC depends solely upon the assessed plant–side parameters and the
(c)

fixed Zs,ref . For convenience IP CC is denoted the ‘plant–side attributable PCC
current’, or PAPC.
The problem remains to define Zs,ref . It will be recalled from Section 5.3
that a network reference impedance was defined for allocation purposes. It is
(c)

proposed to use this same impedance to verify compliance; if the PAPC IP CC
defined in (7.4) is no greater than the allocated h th harmonic current for the
installation, that is, if
(c)

IP CC ≤ EIhi

(7.5)

then the installation can be deemed to be compliant.
However, the definition of the PAPC is still deficient: when Zs,ref was defined
in Section 5.4 as (5.2), only a magnitude was defined. Without phase information
as well, (7.4) is not self–consistent as Iˆc and Yˆc are both phasors. For some cases
Zs,ref can reasonably be assumed to be purely inductive. This assumption may
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be acceptable at low–order harmonics for installations where the PCC is on the
secondary side of a transformer, especially in the absence of long transmission
lines. For a generic transmission installation, however, the phase of Zs can be
expected to vary, and so to force Zs,ref to be purely inductive may be a poor
reflection of typical conditions.
For the time being, the simplest solution appears to be to reduce, via measurement or modelling, the uncertainty in Zs,ref down to a discrete or continuous
set of possible values, which may correspond to specific operating conditions.
With individual values of Iˆc and Yˆc identified, assessing compliance would then
(c)

require calculation of the resulting set of IP CC values and confirmation of the test
in (7.5) for each value in this set. It may be that measurements, of similar design
to those described in Section 7.5.2 for identifying Iˆc and Yˆc , can be carried out to
identify a feasible range for Zs,ref prior to commissioning of the installation under
study. In order for the harmonic management framework to be enforceable, it
is expected that this range would need to be specified as part of any connection
agreement between the utility and the customer. In the application example in
Section 7.6, both a single Zs,ref (Section 7.6.1) and a Zs,ref range (Section 7.6.2)
are examined.
It remains to verify that the test meets the requirements specified in Section 7.2.3. Criterion 1, that any compliance test must relate to the allocated
quantity, is satisfied by (7.5). Criterion 2, requiring that changes on the network
side not be permitted to change the compliance status of the plant, is a key advantage of the proposal; it is this second condition which has prompted the use of
the reference impedance Zs,ref . In contrast to other methods already discounted,
nothing in the definition of the PAPC precludes the implementation of harmonic
filtering, and so criterion 3 is met. Finally, damage to network and or customer
equipment will only occur if the allocation process yielded unsuitable emission
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levels or if the actual network impedance Zs is substantially different from the
reference Zs,ref , ensuring that criterion 4 is satisfied. Therefore this proposed
compliance test, unlike the other tests which have been considered, meets all of
the requirements which have been identified.

7.5.2

Identification of harmonic equivalent circuit from measurements

It was assumed in Section 7.5.1 that the Norton–equivalent parameters of the
customer installation could be identified from a series of measurements. The
mechanics and problems associated with the identification are examined here
using a least–squares approach. An example of the application of this method to
synthetic data is given in Section 7.6.
Referring to the equivalent circuit of Figure 7.1(b), application of Kirchhoff’s
Current Law at a single PCC requires (with the connection subscript suppressed)

Ic − Yc VP CC = IP CC

(7.6)

as per (7.1). Then, relying on the assumption made in Section 7.2 that a series
of measurements can be made at the PCC, expressing multiple PCC voltage and
current measurements in vector form, as VPCC and IPCC respectively, gives

Ic 1 − Yc VPCC = IPCC

where 1 represents the column vector
 
1
 
 .. 
.
 
 
1
and Ic and Yc are assumed constant.
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(7.7)

Estimates Iˆc and Yˆc are desired for the customer installation equivalent parameters. In principle such estimates can be found by solving




1 −VPCC

 
ˆ
 Ic 
  = IPCC
Yˆc

(7.8)

for Iˆc and Yˆc in a least–squares sense, that is, by finding Iˆc and Yˆc to minimise




1 −VPCC

 
ˆ
 Ic 
  − IPCC
Yˆc

2

(7.9)

However, since both the parameters to be estimated are complex phasors, the
least squares estimation is more clearly defined when expressed in terms of only
real numbers:


n o
ˆ
 Re Ic 




n o


1 −Re {VPCC } 0 Im {VPCC } Re Yˆc 
Re
{I
}
PCC 


 
=



n
o


0 −Im {VPCC } 1 −Re {VPCC }  Im Iˆc 
Im {IPCC }


n o

Im Yˆc
(7.10)
Finding the least–squares solution is easily accomplished via standard numerical
techniques. Alternative formulations are of course possible, should more accuracy
be desired in — for example — the magnitude of Ic than in the phase angle of
Yc .
The existence of a realistic solution to (7.10) presupposes that variations
in Ic and Yc are small relative to those in the network parameters Vs and Zs .
Under reasonable circumstances this condition will hold if the plant operation can
be held approximately constant in the presence of external network variations.
Specification of an acceptable relationship between customer– and network–side
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variations is beyond the scope of this thesis; a case–by–case approach appears
to be appropriate. The ideal case would be a fixed customer installation and a
continually time–varying network.

7.5.3

Limitations of methodology

A requirement of the proposed assessment method is that the temporal variations
in the network–side parameters be significantly greater than the variations in the
plant–side parameters. The method has not addressed the situation where the
reverse is the case, nor is there yet available a test to specify when the difference
in variations between the two sides of the PCC is sufficient. These are items
which need to be investigated further.
The treatment is, in a sense, open–loop. The equivalent circuit parameters on
either side of the PCC are assumed to be independent of each other; that is, the
behaviour of the network is considered not to influence the Norton parameters
of the plant. This assumption is plainly false: work on converter modulation [23,
26, 79] has derived expressions for the transfer from one frequency to another
across a converter. However, the compliance problem has proved troublesome
enough while maintaining the assumption; casting it aside would cause even
more complications.
Any compliance assessment technique based on measurement is at the mercy
of instrument accuracy. At present voltage transformers in particular are unreliable for extensive harmonic measurements. The proposed compliance assessment
technique is as much affected by measurement accuracy limitations as any other
technique would be.
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Figure 7.6: Compliance assessment example parameters

7.6

Application example

7.6.1

Single reference impedance

Suppose that at some harmonic frequency, Figure 7.6 illustrates a plant and the
connected network. Suppose also that the allocated current emission level EIhi
is 0.08pu at that harmonic and that the reference impedance Zs,ref is set at j0.1
pu. By adding noise5 to the parameters, synthetic PCC voltage and current
measurements can be generated, allowing the compliance assessment procedure
to be demonstrated. A set of such synthetic measurements is given in Figure 7.7.
Table 7.3 specifies the noise conditions and the values estimated for Ic and Yc
when the parameter identification procedure of Section 7.5.2 is carried out6 .
Noise levels were deliberately chosen to be higher on the network side than on the
plant side: it will be recalled from Section 7.5 that the aim is to exploit variations
in the network to identify the parameters of an approximately constant plant.
It can be seen that the assessed parameters are a reasonable reflection of the
values selected. Estimates are accurate to within around 10%, easily commensu5

White Gaussian was selected for the example.
In a practical application, confidence in the accuracy of the estimates could be found from
the residual of the least–squares identification.

6
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Qty

Test values

Assessed values

Magnitude (pu)

Phase angle

Mean

Std.
dev’n

Mean

Vs

0.0200

0.00200

Zs

0.101

Ic
Yc

(◦ )

Magnitude

Phase angle

Std.
dev’n

(pu)

(◦ )

120

2.54

N/A

N/A

0.00990

89.4

9.58

N/A

N/A

0.200

0.00410

90.1

0.972

0.185

95.0

10.0

0.221

-90.3

1.73

8.83

-89.0

Table 7.3: Synthetic parameters of equivalent circuit for example of compliance
assessment; values calculated from identification procedure are included

rate with other errors involved in harmonic measurements.
Under the test proposed, the installation would fail: the plant–side attributable
PCC current PAPC is calculated from (7.4) as
(c)

IP CC

= Iˆc

1
1 + Yˆc Zs,ref

= 0.185∠95.0◦ ·

1
1 + 8.83∠−89.0◦ · 0.10∠90◦

= 0.0983∠94.5◦
(c)

and IP CC = 0.0983pu > EIhi = 0.08pu. That is, the compliance test current
exceeds the allocated current emission level. Solutions can be directed towards
decreasing Ic or to increasing Yc . The latter method corresponds to an increase
in harmonic filtering; it can be seen that an increase in |Yc | by a factor of 50%
(c)

reduces IP CC to 0.080pu, and moves the installation into compliance.

7.6.2

Reference impedance varying within a range

Now suppose that the constraint of fixed network harmonic reference impedance
Zs,ref is relaxed and that the customer must be able to accommodate the range
of possible values within the region on Figure 7.8. The original value of Zs,ref
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Conclusions
Harmonic management framework

The two principal existing harmonic guides, IEC/TR 61000–3–6 and IEEE–519,
are concerned primarily with the question of whether or not to allow connection
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of a customer installation. In contrast, this thesis has addressed harmonic management in transmission networks as an integrated process whereby compliance
can be determined at any time, and not exclusively prior to connection. Attention has been given to (a) the setting of harmonic voltage planning levels, (b) the
process of apportioning harmonic emission entitlements to individual customers,
and (c) the assessment of compliance with those entitlements. These activities
can be viewed as components of the complete harmonic management process,
rather than as distinct unrelated tasks. As an example, planning levels must
contribute to the allocation process if the determined emission levels are to be
useful; they do not alter the behaviour of the network intrinsically. Similarly,
an allocated emission level which is observed by a new installation only for the
purpose of gaining connection approval, and which is disregarded during regular
operation, requires the existence of sound compliance assessment techniques in
order to become meaningful.
Existing harmonic management strategies do not appear to provide a systematic process for ensuring that customer installations comply with allocated
emission levels. A compromise is required between the impractical ideal of complete and continuous harmonic monitoring of all customer installations and the
lowest–cost solution of no monitoring. It appears that the presently common
reactive practice of ad–hoc investigation when harmonic problems occur may be
as suitable a monitoring strategy as any other.

8.1.2

Setting of planning levels

Harmonic voltage planning levels recommended by the IEC technical report
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 and the IEEE standard IEEE–519 are based on different
principles and are not compatible with each other. The former reduces planning levels as harmonic frequency increases; the latter is built upon a flat profile.
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Changes proposed to the IEC planning levels by the Standards Australia Handbook HB–264 — adopted within Australia — include profiling on the basis of
nominal voltage, the intention being to ensure that the responsibility for ensuring
adequate supply to customers rests with all parts of the transmission and distribution system. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, this recommendation is acceptable
for a radial distribution system in which the voltage decreases monotonically from
bulk supply point to load. However, in a meshed transmission network where
multiple voltage levels serve similar purposes — namely the transmission of bulk
power — substantial variations in harmonic voltage planning level based solely
on the nominal voltage at a particular busbar are inappropriate. A combination of both methods is necessary, whereby planning levels can still be profiled
but where multiple voltage levels within the network serving the same purpose
receive identical planning levels.

8.1.3

Harmonic allocation

Processes already exist for allocating harmonic emission levels to a customer installation in a transmission network, based in some sense on the demand of that
installation. In particular, the method proposed by IEEE–519 uses a simple look–
up table approach involving the connection voltage and the short–circuit ratio of
the installation at the PCC; in contrast, application of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 involves detailed analysis of the harmonic behaviour of the network. Being designed
under markedly different principles and planning levels, the two methodologies
are not interchangeable.
Neither methodology leads to individual harmonic current emission levels
which are expressly designed to ensure that planning levels are met at buses
throughout the network. This thesis has shown that the allocation coefficient
technique provides a solution, by accounting both for interaction between buses
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and for the capacity of the network to absorb harmonic current. As computer
simulation predicted substantial resonances in multiple transmission networks,
owing to interactions between inductive elements and power factor correction and
transmission line capacitance, the allocation coefficient was required to allow for
the effects of such resonances. However, in order to prevent unrealistically small
emission levels from being assigned, a technique of capping the resonance effects
was developed and implemented.
Existing literature has indicated that harmonic studies on transmission networks require the entire network to be modelled. This view is supported by
results in this thesis. In addition, there is much existing evidence to suggest
that detailed three–phase equipment models are appropriate, along with full
tower–by–tower transmission line models. For many transmission utilities, such
detailed modelling is unlikely to be practicable for harmonic allocation purposes.
It is proposed that single–phase models be treated as acceptable and that the
most detailed line models available be used, without necessarily requiring details
of individual towers. Making such an approximation allows emission levels to be
calculated from the standard power–flow data which is used for power–flow calculations and typically easily accessible. However, at high frequencies the validity
of single–phase modelling is questionable, and so extension to the three–phase
situation is discussed in Section 8.2.2 as possible future work.
The existing allocation methods appear to assume that a transmission network is time–invariant over the life of any harmonic–limiting customer connection agreement. However, both simulations and measured data have indicated
that substantial variations occur in network impedances and interference between
buses as customer installations and network equipment are switched in and out.
Allocation procedures must account for expected variations over a reasonable
time frame.
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Similarly, the conversion of voltage emission levels for a customer installation into currents requires knowledge of the network impedance at the point of
common coupling. Since the impedance can vary substantially, an acceptable
estimate is required. The ‘worst case envelope impedance curve’ proposed by
AS/NZS 61000.3.6 is one possibility, but is not straightforward to implement for
transmission networks. An alternative method is proposed, which like the ‘worst
case envelope impedance curve’ is based on the typical fault level measured or
calculated at the point of common coupling.
Investigations suggest that revising the harmonic allocation process by dividing the network into discrete areas may result in better use of the harmonic
absorption capacity of the network. Further work is required to verify the accuracy and feasibility of this technique.

8.1.4

Compliance assessment

The present harmonic management framework recommended by IEC/TR 61000–
3–6 [4] does not specify methods of assessing customer compliance with allocated
emission levels. An immediately obvious solution is to treat the customer as
being in breach of its connection approval when the measured current at the
PCC exceeds the allocated current. This approach is adopted by IEEE–519;
whilst simple to implement, it suffers a major technical drawback: a high current
could indicate problems on the network side of the PCC, rather than within the
customer plant. Therefore alternative assessment techniques are required.
The solution proposed by this thesis uses PCC measurements to determine,
where possible, the Norton–equivalent circuit of the customer installation at harmonic frequencies of concern. Using the reference impedance of the network,
which was used to convert the allocated harmonic voltage emission level to a
current, a customer plant–side attributable PCC harmonic current (PAPC) can
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be determined. This current can be compared with the allocated current emission level to test for compliance. The test meets the criteria for satisfactory
compliance tests which are proposed.
The calculation of Norton–equivalent circuit parameters exploits variation in
the network side of the PCC. Existing compliance assessment techniques assume
that both the network and plant parameters are constant, an assumption which
is contradicted by measurement data. Such techniques also operate in isolation from the allocation process. The compliance assessment method proposed
overcomes both of these limitations.

8.2
8.2.1

Recommendations for future work
Structure and principles of harmonic standards

As a technical report, IEC/TR 61000–3–6 provides valuable techniques to assist
in managing harmonics in transmission networks. The Australian incarnation,
AS/NZS 61000.3.6, as a full standard has been shown to require amendments
in order to allow for accurate and straightforward implementation by utilities
and customers in the Australian context. In particular, the expansion of the
document to include compliance assessment techniques would assist to complete
the management process. The recommendations provided here are directed towards extension of IEC/TR 61000–3–6 into a document suitable for use as a full
standard.

8.2.2

Planning levels and harmonic allocation

Variation in network topologies and loads makes the setting of prescriptive generic
planning levels and harmonic allocation procedures impractical. At present, the
planning levels proposed by AS/NZS 61000.3.6 and modified by HB–264 are
marked as indicative. The significant differences between networks mean that
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there are likely to be situations in which it may suit utilities to choose alternative planning levels. Guidance as to how this might best be accomplished would
be a useful advance.
Similarly, the development of more formal processes for accommodating changes
to the topology of an individual network requires work. Techniques proposed in
Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 advance the state of the art but do not yield definitive
methodologies. The verification, through measurement, of the extent of predicted
resonances would assist, by enabling the influence coefficient capping procedure
of Section 5.2.3 to be confirmed and enhanced. Further, the use of the reference
impedance (Section 5.4) to convert voltage emission levels to current emission
levels is in itself intended to account for future network variations. Specification
of a range of possible network impedances at each frequency may lead to more
reliable allocations.
Extension of the harmonic allocation process to use three–phase equipment
models would improve the accuracy of the determined emission levels. Three–
phase modelling would add to the complexity of an already complex process;
whether or not such an improvement would offset the additional administrative
and computational overheads remains to be seen. From the utility point of
view, a significant improvement to the harmonic allocation process would be the
development of software modules able to produce harmonic allocation coefficients
directly from network databases. Three–phase modelling may, for some utilities,
make this task more difficult or impossible. By contrast, of benefit to customers
would be simpler allocation processes, allowing calculation of emission levels
without substantial involvement or effort on the part of the connecting utility.
The concept of area–based harmonic allocation illustrated in Chapter 6 is
new and offers the potential for considerable further investigation. Initial work
on selection of appropriate area boundaries has been presented for a small test
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system under convenient assumptions; extension to multiple physical transmission networks may reveal enhanced or new methods.

8.2.3

Verification of the compliance of customer installations

The technique proposed in Chapter 7 for compliance assessment relies upon either
the plant or the network, at a particular harmonic frequency, being constant for
a period of time long enough to observe variation in the other. Further work is
required to establish compliance assessment techniques which do not require this
condition to hold.
Where an installation is found to comply with its allocation but the harmonic voltage at the PCC exceeds the planning level, no methodology exists for
detecting the source of the problem. Development of a formal methodology of
identifying specific network equipment, or combinations of network equipment,
at fault would assist utilities to manage harmonic levels.
In Section 7.5 it was proposed that a reference impedance for the network
be used to assist in the assessment of compliance with harmonic emission levels. As indicated in Section 8.2.2, expansion of the technique to allow for a
range of impedances, rather than a single impedance at each frequency, would
allow a greater range of network conditions to be considered, the most common
conditions being given the greatest weighting.

8.2.4

Harmonic management processes

This thesis has focussed on the first two stages of harmonic management: allocation of distortion rights and assessment of whether those rights are exceeded.
Methodologies governing the third and final stage, enforcement, are yet to be developed. The simplest solution is to disconnect non–compliant customers; more
elegant techniques would involve market–based solutions [95–97], in line with
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electricity industry deregulation occurring in many countries.
There is little evidence suggesting the existence of protocols governing the
times and locations for the regular logging of harmonic measurements. Instead,
monitoring typically occurs to investigate pre–commissioning levels when a new
customer is to be connected, or to assist in detecting causes of problems. In either
case the monitoring is reacting to conditions on the network. Development of
guidelines for regular monitoring would assist utilities to manage harmonic levels
on transmission networks more systematically.
Finally, planning levels, and consequently emission levels, are presently intended to reflect reasonable limitations of equipment in the presence of harmonics. As the costs of harmonics to utilities, customers and the environment become
better understood, the harmonic management process may require alteration to
minimise these costs arising from losses and the early failure of equipment. Similarly, integration of the behaviour and requirements of new technologies into
harmonic management may instigate both new harmonic problems and new solutions. In particular, the large–scale penetration of renewable sources, FACTS
devices, variable–speed drives and other connections based on power electronics
moves a transmission network further away from the ideal case of synchronous
machines and passive loads, making a comprehensive understanding of harmonic
limitations more critical.
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List of publications arising from the work presented in this thesis
[87]

T. J. Browne, V. J. Gosbell, and S. Perera, “Allocation of harmonic
currents to customers in meshed HV networks,” in Australasian Universities Power Engineering Conference, Christchurch, New Zealand,

[89]

Oct. 2003.
——, “Harmonic allocation to aggregated regions within a transmission network,” in Australasian Universities Power Engineering
Conference, Hobart, Tasmania, Sept. 2005, paper S24.4.

[90]

——, “Harmonic allocation to aggregated regions within a transmission network,” Australian Journal of Electrical & Electronics Engineering, vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 121–128, 2007, reproduced from [89].

[88]

T. J. Browne, V. J. Gosbell, S. Perera, D. A. Robinson, L. M. Falla,
P. J. Windle, and A. C. D. Perera, “Experience in the application of
IEC/TR 61000–3–6 to harmonic allocation in transmission systems,”
in CIGRÉ Session. Paris, France: CIGRÉ, 27 Aug. – 1 Sept. 2006,
paper C4–401.

Elements of this work have also been communicated to industry via
• confidential technical reports provided to the authorities responsible for
managing Networks A and B, and
• presentations at the 2005 and 2006 meetings of CIGRÉ Australian Panel
C4 [System Technical Performance].
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Appendix A
Implementation of Harmonic Allocation Software

This appendix describes the software which was developed in order to carry
out the harmonic allocation techniques described in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Data files were supplied by the owners of Networks A and B in raw (ASCII)
PSS/E format; software to construct harmonic emission levels from these data
files was developed as part of this work. An outline of this software follows.
Whilst some elements — for example, frequency scanning leading to a network
harmonic admittance matrix — are available in existing commercial packages, no
known commercial package calculates emission levels or implements the nonlinear
summation law. New code was thus required. The development environment
used was Matlab [98], primarily for the ability to model large networks using
complex number arithmetic and for considerable flexibility in data handling.
The code can be divided roughly into five separate phases:
1. data extraction and conversion;
2. calculation of network parameters at harmonic frequencies;
3. construction and inversion of network harmonic admittance matrices;
4. calculation of allocation coefficients and (for customer installations under
study) allocated emission levels; and
5. display and storage of results.
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Each of these phases is described.
The data extraction and conversion phase breaks up the raw PSS/E text into
separate Microsoft Excel worksheets which are then saved for later input to
Matlab. This step allows the network data to be inspected more easily than
in the raw format, and means that the slow loop necessary to extract data from
the raw file only need be run once. The worksheets are then read into Matlab,
which is a much quicker process than the reading of a raw PSS/E file.
The second step, converting the supplied fundamental power flow data into
parameters valid at the harmonic frequencies of interest, applies the equipment
models from Chapter 3. Three–dimensional matrices are used to store harmonic
parameters, in order to avoid unnecessary loops in the calculations1 . As the process continues, series and parallel combinations of network elements are simplified
where possible, without removing transmission–level buses.
Construction and inversion of the (three–dimensional) network harmonic admittance matrix from equipment data is straightforward. Calculation of the
allocation coefficients and consequently allocated emission levels from the (three–
dimensional) network impedance matrix is also straightforward, and simply involves implementation of the mathematics specified in Section 4.4.5.
Finally, the display and storage of results is problem–dependent. For example,
harmonic current emission levels may be required for every customer installation
at every harmonic in some applications, whereas in others a single allocation
coefficient may suffice. The Matlab plotting engine is flexible enough to allow
any calculated quantity to be displayed relatively easily; the output from this
step depends on utility requirements.

1

Matlab is expressly designed to operate on vectors and matrices; code which does not take
advantage of this and runs avoidable loops can suffer a significant speed degradation.
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Appendix B
Harmonic Current Allocations for Test System of Figure 4.5

Table B.1 gives the allocated harmonic emission levels which were calculated
for the loads in the simple 3–bus test system of Figure 4.5 to identify the harmonic
voltages displayed in Figure 4.6.
Harm–
onic
h
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Current emission
limit EIhi
Load Load Load
#1
#2
#3
0.99
1.44
1.16
0.88
1.28
1.03
0.33
0.48
0.39
0.7
1.01
0.71
0.15
0.21
0.15
0.5
0.72
0.51
0.09
0.13
0.09
0.19
0.28
0.2
0.07
0.1
0.07

Harm–
onic
h
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Current emission
limit EIhi
Load Load Load
#1
#2
#3
0.29
0.42
0.27
0.04
0.05
0.03
0.25
0.36
0.23
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.02
0.13
0.18
0.12
0.02
0.03
0.02
0.11
0.16
0.1
0.02
0.03
0.02

Table B.1: Harmonic current emission levels, expressed as percentages of nominal, for the three loads given in Figure 4.5
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